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Editorial

We Have a Dream: A Call to All Men and Women of
Science and Religion to Rise Up
Huping Hu*
ABSTRACT
In the spirit of Thomas Jefferson, Abraham Lincoln and Martin Luther King, Jr., we call all
men and women of Science and Religion to rise up in the pursuit of truth.
Key Words: Science, Religion, truth, freedom, equality, honesty, tolerance.
1. Preamble
Over the course of human history mankind brought forth on this planet, two chief systems for
exploring Nature and Life, one of them is Religion and the other Science, both conceived for
seeking truth, and both dedicated to the survival and advancement of mankind.
We hold these truth to be both spiritually and scientifically approachable that all forms of
existence are interconnected, that they possess certain fundamental and unalienable properties
- that to describe this interconnectedness and these properties, successive theories shall be
constructed by us, deriving their explanatory and predictive powers from the approximations
of laws of Nature and Life - that whenever any theory becomes inadequate of these ends, it is
our duties to modify it or to abolish it, and to establish new ones, laying the foundation on
such principles and organizing the structures in such forms, as to us shall seem most likely to
reflect our understanding and knowledge of Nature and Life.
2. The Ongoing Struggles
We are now engaged in a great [struggle] over and within Science and Religion, testing
whether they so conceived and so dedicated can be reconciled and advanced. We are also
engaged in a silent struggle in Science testing whether our yearning for truth and our love for
mankind can conquer our own shortcomings – close-mindedness, arrogance hypocrisy,
selfishness, rivalry, commercialism and intolerance of alternative views.
3. Call for Reflection
So, on this day and in this era, it is appropriate that we - scientists, theologians, all other
learned scholars – both formally educated and self-learned – and indeed all who love truth
and mankind - reflect on the status of Science and Religion and our own moralities and
conducts with the great hope of advancing and unifying both so as to better serve the needs
and desires of mankind in the new millennium and bring the same into a new era of
unprecedented enlightenment and progress.

*

Correspondence: Huping Hu, PhD, JD, Scientific GOD, Inc., P.O. Box 267, Stony Brook, NY 11790, USA E-mail: editor@scigod.com Note: This
essay was completed on February 18, 2008 and first published as a Letter to the Editor in NeuroQuantology, Vol 6, No 1 in March 2008.
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4. The Religious Age
Before the advent of Science, various types of Religion were the main sources of knowledge
guiding mankind in their struggles of survival and understanding of Nature and Life. And
some would say that for a long stretch of time in history mankind was in a ―dark age.‖
5. Scientific Revolutions
Five hundred years ago, a great polymath, jurist and astronomer Copernicus on whose and
other giants’ shoulders we stand today, started the scientific revolution. His momentous work,
On the Revolutions of the Celestial Spheres, came as a great beacon light to Kepler, Galileo,
Newton, Maxwell and others who continued and completed the scientific revolution. It came
as a joyous daybreak to end the long night of the ―dark age‖. However, these great men
themselves were all deeply religious. What they had helped mankind to free from was not
religious faiths which we all are entitled to have as precious as liberty and as vital as air but
erroneous religious dogmas.
One hundred fifty years ago, a great naturalist Darwin and a great priest and scientist Mendel
on whose paths modern biologists continue their work today, started the modern revolution in
biological sciences. Their respective monumental work, On the Origin of Species and
Experiments on Plant Hybridization, came as great guiding principles to modern biologists
including Watson and Crick and countless others who continued and completed the revolution
in biology. Darwin’s work also created an earthquake in Religion greatly shaking the already
weakened ties between Science and Religion.
One hundred years ago, a great physicist Planck and another great physicist and Swiss patent
clerk Einstein on whose shadow modern physicists stand today, started the modern revolution
in physics. Einstein’s momentous work, Special Theory of Relativity, came as a shocking
reckoning that there seems no place for spirituality in the universe. At the same time, Planck
and Einstein’s respective monumental work on the quanta came as a great jumping board for
the quantum leap of Bohr, Schrodinger, Heisenberg, Dirac and many others who continued
and completed the quantum theory of the modern revolution in physics which seemed to
revive spirituality as chance, chaos and probability.
6. Aftermath of the Revolutions
No doubt that Science has brought mankind unprecedented material wealth and prosperity.
Yet, the very wealth and prosperity have displaced spirituality from many among us. The very
revolutions have created a deep gulf between Science and Region as reflected by increased
hostilities and seemingly irreconcilable differences between Science and Religion. The very
same revolutions have also produced dogmas, arrogance and intolerance of alternative views
in Science. On the other hand, the enterprises of Religion seem to lack innovations and are
unable to cope with or adapt to the new environments.
Thus, after all these revolutions, the modern human is not spiritually enlightened or free.
After all the revolutions, the spiritual lives of many among us are sadly crippled by the
manacles of mechanical view and the prisons of random chance and chaos. After all the
revolutions, we live on a lonely island of stale spirituality in the midst of a vast ocean of
material wealth. After all the revolutions, many among us are languishing in the corners of
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alternative sciences and find themselves scientifically in exiles on their own planet. Indeed,
after all the revolutions, the moralities of many among us are degenerating, many among us
become selfish, mean-spirited, non-collaborative and too commercial, and some among us
even become hypocritical, untruthful and are driven by money, power and fame. So today we
dramatize these depressing and shameful conditions.
7. A Promissory Note
In a sense, all the men and women of Science and Religion need now make a promissory note
to mankind. A note promises that all of us in Science and Religion shall rise above ourselves
and shall work and struggle together for the survival and advancement of mankind, and that
all truth-seeking men and women shall be guaranteed the rights of freedom, equality and
opportunity to be heard in the pursuit of truth.
It may be said that today some among us in Science and Religion would have defaulted on
this promissory note if made earlier. Instead of honoring these obligations, some among us
would have given mankind a bad check, a check which would have come back marked
"insufficient funds." But we refuse to believe that the banks of Science and Religion would be
bankrupt. We refuse to believe that there would be insufficient funds in the great vaults of
Science and Religion. So all of us in Science and Religion should make good on the
promissory note — a note that will in the long run give mankind the riches of knowledge and
the security of truth.
8. Fierce Urgency
Let us remind ourselves the fierce urgency of now. This is no time to engage in the luxury of
silence or to take the tranquilizing drug of innocence. Now is the time to make real progress
in Science and Religion. Now is the time to rise from the dark and desolate valley of
mechanical and spiritless material world to the sunlit path of living universe. Now is the time
to lift Science and Religion from the quick sands of arrogance, close-mindedness, intolerance
and hypocrisy to the solid rock of glorious path to truth. Now is the time to make freedom,
equality and opportunity to be heard a reality for all truth-seeking men and women.
9. Warning
It would be fatal for the establishments of Science and Religion to overlook the urgency of the
moment. This sweltering heat of many truth-seeking men and women’s discontents will not
pass until there is an invigorating atmosphere of freedom, equality and opportunity to be
heard in Science and Religion. This is not an end, but a beginning. Those who hope that we
needed to blow off steam and will soon be content will have a rude awakening if the
establishments of Science and Religion return to their businesses as usual. There will be
neither rest nor tranquility in Science and Religion until all truth-seeking men and women are
granted their rights. The whirlwinds of revolt will come to shake the establishments of
Science and Religion until the bright day of freedom, equality and opportunity to be heard
emerges.
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10. Precaution
There is something else that we must say to all truth-seeking men and women who stand on
the warm threshold which leads into the glorious path to truth. In the process of gaining our
rightful place we must not be guilty of wrongful deeds. Let us not seek to satisfy our thirst for
freedom, equality and opportunity to be heard in the pursuit of truth by drinking from the cup
of bitterness and hatred.
We must forever conduct our struggle on the high plane of dignity and discipline. We must
not allow our creative protest to degenerate into personal attacks or worse. Again and again
we must rise to the majestic heights of meeting negative forces with positive forces. The
marvelous new rebel which shall engulf the establishments of Science and Religion must not
lead us to a distrust of all scientists, theologians and priests in the establishments, for many of
them, as evidenced by their silence, have come to realize that their destiny is tied up with our
destiny. They have come to realize that their yearning for freedom, equality and opportunity
to be heard is inextricably bound to ours. We cannot walk alone.
At this critical moment, we must also ask ourselves the soul searching question: Are we really
for truth and the greater benefit of mankind or our self-interests? And do we want to go down
in history as hypocrites or truth-seeking men and women? And so, as John F. Kennedy would
urge: My fellow seekers of truth: ask not what mankind can do for you but what can you do
for mankind.
11. Demand
As we walk, we must make the pledge that we shall always march ahead. We cannot turn
back. There are those who ask, "When will you be satisfied?" We can never be satisfied as
long as mankind is short- changed by hypocrisy and repression in the establishments of
Science and Religion. We can never be satisfied, as long as our intellectual properties,
cultivated and harvested with sweat, cannot gain entries into the journals and electronic
archives of Science and Region guarded by the establishments. We can never be satisfied as
long as young generations of men and women are stripped of their inquiring minds and
robbed of their intellectual freedom by signs stating "Establishment Science Only." We
cannot be satisfied as long as a scientist outside the establishment cannot get his paper
published in a peer-reviewed journal and a scientist in the establishment believes he has
nothing for which to write. No, no, we are not satisfied, and we will not be satisfied until
freedom and equality roll down like waters and opportunity to be heard like a mighty stream.
12. Creative Suffering
We are not unmindful that some among us have suffered great trials and tribulations. Some
among us are still in the suffocating environment of suppression. Some among us have just
left from areas where their quest for truth left them battered by the storms of persecution and
staggered by the winds of establishment tactics. Some among us have been the veterans of
creative suffering. Continue to work with the faith that unearned suffering is redemptive.
Go back to your work, go back to your study, go back to your laboratory, go back to your
seminary, go back to your place of worship, go back to the backwaters of alternative science,
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go back to the forgotten paths of spirituality knowing that somehow this situation can and will
be changed. Let us not wallow in the valley of despair.
13. We have a Dream
We say to you today, fellow scientists, priests, theologians and all truth-seeking men and
women, so even though we face the difficulties of today and tomorrow, we still have a dream
in the spirit of Martin Luther King, Jr. It is a dream deeply rooted in the pursuit of truth and
the struggle for the survival and advancement of mankind. Let us remember that neither
Science nor Religion is above truth:
We have a dream that one day the sacred enterprises of Science and Religion will rise
up and live out the true meaning of their creed: spirit of collaboration, cooperation,
honesty and tolerance in the pursuit of truth; and freedom, equality and opportunity to
be heard for all truth-seeking men and women.
We have a dream that one day in the halls of Science and the towers of Religion
scientists, priests and the theologians will be able to sit down together at the table of
truth-hood.
We have a dream that one day even a fundamentalist church, sweltering with the heat
of religious zeal, sweltering with the heat of anti-science, will be transformed into an
oasis pursuing truth.
We have a dream that young gene- rations will one day study in institutions where
they will not only learned established sciences but also exposed to alternative
scientific views and be judged not by their particular views but by the content of their
character.
We have a dream today. We have a dream that one day, all truth-seekers, men or
women, will be treated equally by every institute – university, college, church,
seminary or school - on every corner of Earth.
We have a dream today. We have a dream as that of Martin Luther King, Jr. ―that one
day every valley shall be exalted, every hill and mountain shall be made low, the
rough places will be made plain, and the crooked places will be made straight, and the
[truth] shall be revealed, and all flesh shall see it together.‖
This is our hope. This is the faith that we go on in the pursuit of truth. With this faith as that
of Martin Luther King, Jr. ―we will be able to hew out of the mountain of despair a stone of
hope. With this faith we will be able to transform the jangling discords of [Science and
Religion] into a beautiful symphony of [truth-hood and scholar-hood].‖ With this faith we
will be able to study together, to work together, to struggle together, to pray together, to stand
up for truth and knowledge together, knowing that we will be truly free one day.
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This will be the day when everyone will be able to sing as Rumi ―I am so tipsy here in this
world, I have no tale to tell but tipsiness and rapture."
14. Let Freedom and Knowledge Ring
And if Science and Religion are sacred enterprises of truth this must become true. So let
freedom and knowledge ring from the prestigious colleges of Harvard. Let freedom and
knowledge ring from the mighty ivory campuses of Yale. Let freedom and knowledge ring
from the advanced institutes of Princeton!
Let freedom and knowledge ring from the academic institutes of America!
Let freedom and knowledge ring from the academic institutes of Europe!
Let freedom and knowledge ring from the academic institutes of Asia!
Let freedom and knowledge ring from the academic institutes of Africa!
Let freedom and knowledge ring from the academic institutes of every nation!
Let freedom and knowledge ring from the journals of Science!
But not only that;
Let freedom and knowledge ring from the journals of Religion!
Let freedom and knowledge ring from every religious institutions of every nation.
From every corner of Earth, let freedom and knowledge ring.
And when this happens, when we allow freedom and knowledge to ring, when we let them
ring from every university, every school and every church, from every state and every
country, we will be able to speed up that day when Religion and Science of mankind, by
mankind, for mankind shall be unified and united.
15. Tribute and Resolve
And let us now pay tribute to those who have greatly contributed towards the advancement
and reconciliation of Science and Religion. But, as Abraham Lincoln would declare, in a
larger sense we cannot compose anything proper to honor those heroes. The brave men and
women, living and dead, who struggled, have already done so, far above one’s poor power to
add or detract. The world may be little notice what we say here, but it can never forget what
they have done. It is for rest of us, rather, to be dedicated here to the unfinished work which
they who fought have thus far so nobly advanced. It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the
great task remaining before us, that from these honored we take increased devotion to the
cause for which they have given their full measure of devotion, that we here highly resolve
that these dedicated shall not have fought in vain, that Science and Religion of mankind, by
mankind, for mankind shall have a new birth, and that mankind shall advance and shall not
perish from the earth.

Acknowledgement:
The layout of this Essay ―We Have a Dream‖ is based on Martin Luther King. Jr.’s speech ―I Have a
Dream.‖ The Essay is also fused with languages from the Declaration of Independence the chief
drafter of which was Thomas Jefferson and Abraham Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address. It also contains a
modified quote from John F. Kennedy.
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Article

Unified Reality Theory in a Nutshell
Steven E. Kaufman*
ABSTRACT
Unified Reality Theory describes how all reality evolves from an absolute existence. It also
demonstrates that this absolute existence must have consciousness as an attribute that's intrinsic
to its being. Thus, it shows that consciousness, rather than being a product of the evolution of
physical reality, is itself the source of what we experience as physical reality and that physical
reality is itself but one aspect of an evolving universal consciousness. Ultimately, Unified
Reality Theory uses science and logic to demonstrate that God exists, as a pervasive and absolute
consciousness that transcends the realities of space and time, and that we, as well as everything
else, are that.
Key Words: reality, singular existence, consciousness, self-relation, evolution, relational-matrix
model.
Through the efforts of modern science, it’s become apparent that we’re on a planet in a solar
system that resides in a galaxy, which itself resides in a Universe full of such galaxies. Science
tells us that the stuff which resides in this universe—e.g., the planets, the stars, our own bodies—
is composed of energy in the form of matter. Together, all of this energy and matter is called,
collectively, physical reality.
For the past hundred years or so, physicists have been trying to develop a unified field theory, a
theory that would show how all the different forms of energy arise as variations of a single
underlying energy or field. In this way, physicists are seeking to account for the whole of
physical reality within the unifying context of a single underlying physical reality. So far, they
haven’t been successful.
Even if they were successful, such a theory wouldn’t account for everything known to exist in
the universe, for the universe also contains the intangible, non-physical realities we call
awareness and consciousness.
In order to satisfy my curiosity, what I wanted wasn’t a unified field theory, not a way of
explaining only the physical aspects of existence, but rather, what I wanted was a unified reality
theory, a way of explaining both the physical and nonphysical aspects of reality within a unifying
context, as the manifestations of a single underlying reality. Being a do-it-yourselfer, I took it
upon myself to develop such a theory. This work is the result of that effort.

Correspondence: Steven E. Kaufman, http://www.unifiedreality.com E-mail: skaufman@unifiedreality.com Note: This work was
completed in 2001 and is based on my book “Unified Reality Theory: The Evolution of Existence into Experience (ISBN-10:
0970655010)” published in the same year.
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The context within which this unified reality theory is developed is existence in the largest
possible sense. In our day-to-day lives, while we encounter countless realities, both physical and
nonphysical, all of these realities occur within the context of existence. That is, there are
different realities, but what all realities share in common is that they exist. Existence is the
common denominator, and so it’s the starting point from which the unified reality theory is
developed.

The puzzle
Constructing a unified model of reality is to some degree analogous to assembling a picture
puzzle. The first thing we generally do when beginning to work on a puzzle is get all the pieces
out of the box and laid on the table. We then orient all the pieces face up so that we can use the
bit of the image on each piece to help connect it to all the other pieces. Next, we usually put
together the outer rim of the puzzle first, so as to define the boundaries and provide context for
the inner construction. We can then begin to build from the rim inward, or some inner portions
may come together easily because their connecting pattern is quite distinct. Eventually, a unified
and cohesive picture emerges as we link the individual pieces together into an interconnected
whole.
The sequence of events in assembling a picture puzzle may vary from person to person; yet there
remain basic steps we must take if we’re to eventually come to the point where we’ve completed
the picture. Thus, in order to complete the picture, we must first accept that the disconnected
pieces in the box represent different somethings which have the potential to come together as a
whole. We recognize this potential because we understand that at one time all the pieces existed
as a whole which was then cut up, thereby creating the now-separate pieces. Recognizing that all
the pieces existed previously in a state of unity allows us to feel comfortable that our effort of
reconnecting the pieces will eventually result in their assembly into a completed picture.
Likewise, if we’re to undertake the task of constructing a unified model of reality, we must begin
with an assumption and an acceptance that the different pieces of reality we have to work with
did at one time, in some way, exist in a state of undivided wholeness. Unless we make this
assumption at the outset—namely, that what we experience as the apparently separate pieces of
reality have the potential to come together in the form of an interconnected, unified whole—then
there’s really no point in our taking the pieces out of the box in the first place.

The process of existential self-relation
According to the unified model of reality presented in this work, the underlying process by
which existence has evolved into what we experience as the seemingly separate pieces of reality
is really quite simple. That process involves existence repetitively and progressively forming
relationships with itself, analogous in a limited way to the repeated and progressive twisting of a
rubber band upon itself.
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A rubber band, as it exists whole and untwisted, represents absolute existence, i.e., existence
prior to having formed any relationships with itself. Now, if we take a rubber band and twist it
once upon itself, we cause it to form a relationship with itself, and in so doing, we’ve created a
level of rubber-band reality. Likewise, when existence forms relationships with itself, what’s
created are levels of reality. Reality is what existence becomes when it forms relationships with
itself. Thus, reality equals existential self-relation—i.e., reality equals existence in relation to
itself.
The first twist of the rubber band creates the first relationship of the rubber band to itself. The
first twist causes the rubber band to form two relative halves or poles. This first twist is
analogous to the first relationship existence forms with itself, creating the first level of existential
self-relation or first level of reality. This first level of existential self-relation contains the
fundamental relationship that’s the basis of all other relationships existence forms with itself.
This relationship, this duality, is implicit in all existential relationships and levels of reality that
follow.
existence

2nd level of reality

1st level of reality

self-relation

repeated
self-relation

evolution of
existence into
different
levels
of reality

ongoing
repetition
of self-relation

Figure I-1 The fundamental relationship that existence forms with itself to create reality
is represented by the T’ai-chi T’u (or yin/yang diagram). Existence evolves into what
we ultimately experience as reality as this fundamental relationship is repeated
endlessly, creating different levels of reality composed of progressive levels of
existential self-relation.
The rubber band, no matter how twisted it becomes, remains whole, while simultaneously
becoming something in relation to itself, something different that extends and arises from the
whole, composed of relationships that the whole forms with itself. The twisted rubber band is
still the rubber band, but once it’s twisted, it’s that and something else as well. Likewise,
existence, having formed a relationship with itself, is still existence, but it’s that and something
else as well, the something else being reality.
The more the rubber band is twisted, the more relationships it forms with itself; and the more
relationships it forms with itself, the more differentiated it becomes. Yet no matter how twisted
the rubber band becomes, it remains always what it is. When existence forms relationships with
itself to become reality, the outcome is the same: The more relationships existence forms with
itself, the more differentiated it becomes, creating different levels of reality. Yet existence
always remains whole, always remains what it is.
It needs to be made clear at this point that existence is not, in its absolute state, a physical reality
that can be twisted upon itself like a rubber band. The twisting of the rubber band is used as an
analogy to illustrate the abstract concept of existential self-relation. However, existence can form
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relationships with itself, and one result of those relationships is the creation of our experience of
physical reality. That is, physical reality is existence, for there’s nothing else; however, physical
reality is existence that has evolved into what we experience as physical reality by forming
relationships with itself.
Thus, existence becomes reality through progressive self-relation. What you’re experiencing now
as reality is a relational level of existence, a particular type of existential relationship built upon
and resting upon many prior levels of existential self-relation. We are, as we are now, existence
that has become very twisted upon itself. This isn’t a bad thing, nor is it a good thing; it’s just
what is. More specifically, it’s what is, as it is, in relation to itself.

The stages of existential self-relation
This process of existential evolution through repetitive and progressive self-relation will be
described as occurring through four different stages, steps, or levels, as outlined in figure I.

awareness/
experience
matter

matter matterenergy

energy
energy energy

space-time
absolute
existence
(consciousness)

space- spacetime
time

relative relative
existence existence

Figure I The basic outline of the stages or levels of reality through which existence
evolves to eventually reach an experience of itself. Each set of relationships that
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existence forms with itself (boxes on right) becomes the next step (boxes on left) in this
evolutionary process. Existence in this way evolves by picking itself up by its own
bootstraps. When consciousness-existence reaches the top of this evolutionary staircase,
it functions as awareness and is able to interact with, and so experience as reality, the
levels of existential self-relation through which it has evolved and which now support it.
The first set of relationships that existence forms with itself creates the underlying framework or
relational structure of reality. We experience this relational structure of reality as space-time.
Using this first set of relationships as a foundation, existence then forms a second set of
relationships with itself. This second set of relationships, occurring within the context of the first
set of relationships, results in the differentiation of the relational structure of reality. We
experience this differentiation of the relational structure of reality as different forms of energy.
Then, using this second set of relationships as a foundation, existence forms a third set of
relationships with itself. This third set of relationships, occurring within the context of the first
and second sets of relationships, results in the further differentiation of the relational structure of
reality. We experience this further differentiation of the relational structure of reality as different
forms of matter.
The first, second, and third sets of relationships that existence forms with itself allow existence
to form a fourth set of relationships with itself. This fourth set of relationships that existence
forms with itself consists of the relationships that are responsible for experience itself. It’s
through this fourth level of existential self-relation that the other three levels of existential selfrelation finally come to be experienced by awareness as reality.
As existence evolves by forming these sets of relationships with itself, existence
differentiates, but it never becomes divided from itself. As will be described, what we
experience as the apparent separability of existence from itself at the physical level of reality
is an unavoidable byproduct of the process by which experience itself comes to exist—i.e.,
it’s an artifact created by the nature of the fourth level of existential self-relation.

Hidden simplicity
Although reality may be the result of a very simple process, explaining that simplicity to
individual beings who experience reality as we do involves some complexity. It’s one thing to
make a statement, and another thing to provide evidence that the statement is true. If all that we
needed was to state the nature of reality, this work would be exactly one sentence long: “Reality
is the result of a process whereby existence repetitively and progressively forms relationships
with itself.” But what does such a statement mean? By itself, not much. For that statement to
have meaning, it needs context. For any model of reality to be meaningful, that model must be
relevant to the reader’s experiences of reality.
My goal is to examine the simple process of self-relation that underlies the evolution of existence
into reality, and thereby allow the reader to see beyond the complexity apparent in experiential
reality into the underlying simplicity and unity of existence that’s the foundation of reality.
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If the nature of reality is truly as simple as it’s here being described, as simple as repetitive and
progressive self-relation, as simple as twisting a rubber band upon itself, then why has this
simple truth remained hidden? Well, just because something is simple doesn’t mean it’s obvious.
Underlying simplicity is often obscured by a superficial complexity, or a perspective that
introduces complexity. A tree is a relatively simple structure, but if we have only a perspective
from above, through the leaves, then that unifying simplicity is hidden from us by the apparent
complexity of all the different leaves. Conversely, if we look at the tree from below, from a
position of “standing under,” the complexity of the different leaves is then seen within the
context of the underlying and unifying simplicity of the trunk, and can then be literally
“understood.”
Experiential reality is itself the leaves that obscure from view the simple underlying reality of
existential unity. Humanity’s approach to understanding the tree of reality through science has
generally been from above—i.e., from a position of standing over rather than standing under—
viewing and describing reality as it’s seen through the leaves of experience and experimentation.
As a consequence, scientific descriptions of reality have tended to become more and more
complex, even though science has uncovered many of the branches that connect the different
aspects of physical reality. On the other hand, humanity’s approach to understanding the tree of
reality through spirituality has generally been from below—i.e., from a position of standing
under—viewing and describing the leaves and branches of reality as they extend from the unity
of the trunk. However, in our modern world, dominated as it is by the advancements of science,
the approach to reality through spirituality has become unpalatable and unacceptable to many
people because it lacks the tangibility and verifiability of scientific experience and also fails, in
most cases, to account for what we do know regarding the nature of physical reality.
This work has been designed to appeal to both the scientist and the spiritualist, because it
integrates the perspective of each approach into a coherent and consistent model of reality.
Science and spirituality are two ways of looking at the same tree of reality that has grown out of
existence and is composed of existence in relation to itself. The unified model of reality
presented in this work merges these two perspectives and thereby demonstrates that the
descriptions of reality presented by science and spirituality are not mutually exclusive or
opposed, but rather are complementary, because each description arises from a different, yet
valid, perspective upon the same underlying existence.

The model
The idea that the universe consists of existence which has formed relationships with itself isn’t
new; Taoists have understood this idea for at least a couple of thousand years. What’s new here
is that this idea of the universe being constructed through a process of self-relation is presented
in this work in the form of a detailed and defined structural model which, once developed, will
be correlated with our current experiences regarding the basis and nature of physical reality, as
described by science in general and physics in particular.
That structural model, called the relational-matrix model, will be shown to be especially useful
in explaining and understanding the basis of some of the more interesting and perplexing aspects
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of what we experience as physical reality, such as the nature and relativity of time, wave-particle
duality, and the speed-of-light constant. In addition to using the relational-matrix model to
explain the basis and nature of our physical experience of reality, we will use this model to
explain the basis and nature of our mental and emotional experiences of reality as well.
Unified Reality Theory describes how all reality evolves from an absolute existence. It also
demonstrates that this absolute existence must have consciousness as an attribute that's intrinsic
to its being. Thus, it shows that consciousness, rather than being a product of the evolution of
physical reality, is itself the source of what we experience as physical reality, and that physical
reality is itself but one aspect of an evolving universal consciousness.
Unified Reality Theory shows that, most fundamentally, this absolute consciousness-existence
evolves into reality by means of a single process: self-relation. That is, consciousness-existence
becomes reality by forming relationships with itself, analogous in a very limited way to what
happens to a rubber band that's twisted upon itself, i.e., it remains whole while differentiating
into other forms.
Thus, Unified Reality Theory demonstrates that reality is a state of existential self-relation. The
idea that the universe consists of existence which has formed relationships with itself isn't new;
Taoists have understood this idea for at least a couple of thousand years. What's new here is the
presentation of this idea in the form of a detailed and defined structural model that correlates
with the behavior of physical reality as described by science in general and physics in particular.
Ultimately, Unified Reality Theory uses science and logic to demonstrate that God exists, as a
pervasive and absolute consciousness that transcends the realities of space and time, and that we,
as well as everything else, are that!
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Unified Reality Theory: Relational-Matrix Model
Steven E. Kaufman*
ABSTRACT
Our modeling of space-time as a structure must include an analysis and description of these two
complementary aspects, i.e., something that exists, and the way that something is arranged into a
structure. What space-time is made of we will analyze and describe in terms of spatial content.
How that content is arranged we will analyze and describe in terms of spatial construct. Thus, In
this article, we will describe the behavior of spatial content within the context of a defined spatial
construct. This description will leave us with a model of space-time as a dynamic structure. We
will call this model the relational-matrix model. This model will provide a framework that we
can use to visualize the relationships between physical phenomena which we know must
somehow be related but for which we currently lack the symbolic conceptual abstractions
necessary to link together as a unified whole.
Key Words: existence, space-time, dynamical structure, relational-matrix model, physical reality.

1. The Implicit Structure of Space-Time
Our most abundant experiences of reality are so-called physical experiences. What we know
about the nature of physical reality is most specifically described by the branch of science known
as physics. The deeper physicists are able to delve into the smallest parts of physical reality, the
less clear becomes the boundary or dividing line between this part and that part, between here
and there. Modern physics is thus moving toward understanding the universe as an
interconnected whole. Concepts associated with quantum theory, such as relativity,
complementarity, and non-locality, point toward an underlying level of reality wherein what we
experience as the apparently separate objects of physical reality are really inseparable and thus
must be connected or interconnected.
Physical reality is currently thought to be the product of the interaction among four fundamental
fields or forces: the gravitational, electromagnetic, strong nuclear, and weak nuclear forces. All
physical phenomena are thought to arise from the interaction among these four fundamental
fields or forces. It’s commonly believed that these four fundamental fields or forces are
themselves the manifestations of a singular underlying field or force. For this reason, scientists
are seeking a model of the universe in which these four fundamental fields or forces might be
understood in terms of a single unifying principle. Efforts to demonstrate the underlying unity of
these four fundamental fields or forces are called unified-field theories, grand unification
theories (GUTs), or theories of everything (TOEs).
Correspondence: Steven E. Kaufman, http://www.unifiedreality.com E-mail: skaufman@unifiedreality.com Note: This work was
completed in 2001 and is based on my book “Unified Reality Theory: The Evolution of Existence into Experience (ISBN-10:
0970655010)” published in the same year.
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The four fundamental fields or forces all exist “within” the context of what we call space-time.
The existence of these four fundamental fields or forces therefore can’t be separated from the
existence of what we call space-time. Thus, any effort to unify or demonstrate the connection
between these fundamental fields or forces must also account for their connection to space-time.
Since all of the four fundamental fields or forces arise out of, or exist “within” the singular entity
we call space-time, it would seem that space-time itself represents a good candidate to qualify as
the underlying unified field, or unifying principle, from which emerge what are at this time
considered to be the four fundamental fields or forces.
Such an understanding of space-time itself as the unified field from which the four fundamental
fields or forces emerge is primarily hampered by our conception that matter and energy exist
“in” space, i.e., separable from space, like a ball being separable from the box it’s in. We’ve
mentally separated the concept of space-time from the concept of field or force, since we have
separate conceptions about what’s in space and the space it’s in.
This conception of physical reality existing “in” space has persisted because space-time has
remained, until now, a non-visualizable conceptual abstraction, while the objects of physical
reality are, for the most part, visualizable. Our inability to visualize or visually model space-time
has left us picturing it as an emptiness, a void, a nothingness “in” which physical reality resides.
It’s impossible for us to conceive how the structural somethings of physical reality could arise
from the nothingness we see as space-time.
Although perceptually we see space-time as empty or void, space-time must itself have a
structural aspect. The facts that the speed of light is finite and that nothing we observe as matter
can match or surpass that speed indicate a limitation or constraint upon what exists as
electromagnetic radiation in particular and physical reality in general.
Limitations or constraints imply the existence of barriers or boundaries, and boundaries imply
the existence of structure. Therefore, limitations imply the existence of structure. The existence
of limitations within space-time implies the existence of boundaries within space-time, dividing
lines that cannot be crossed. Therefore, the existence of boundaries in space that constrain the
behavior of what exists “in” space implies the existence of a spatial structure.
If we’re in a room surrounded by transparent walls, our movements are limited and constrained
by barriers we can’t see. Yet we can still discern the shape of the room indirectly by
encountering its walls. In comprehending the restrictions on our movement within the room, we
become aware of the shape of the structure that surrounds us.
Likewise, space-time has an imperceptible structure, within which we reside, unable to see
directly the limitations and barriers which that structure imposes upon physical reality. However,
these barriers have been encountered and described indirectly in the form of physical laws and
constants. In this way, the existence of space-time as a structural reality can be inferred through
the limitations that those physical laws and constants represent.
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If we assume space-time to have a structural aspect, then the question is, what’s the nature of that
structure? What’s the spatial structure made of, and how is it shaped? Any structure has two
complementary aspects: something that exists, and the arrangement of that existent something
into a pattern we call its structure. A chair is a structure; it’s made of something, perhaps plastic
or wood, and that something is arranged in a way that defines the structure which we call a chair.
Therefore, our modeling of space-time as a structure must include an analysis and description of
these two complementary aspects—i.e., something that exists, and the way that something is
arranged into a structure. What space-time is made of we will analyze and describe in terms of
spatial content; how that content is arranged we will analyze and describe in terms of spatial
construct.
Science has been able to tell us a lot about all these things, and we feel that all these things must
somehow be related, but we don’t really know exactly why or how, because we don’t know the
nature of the underlying and unifying structure from which all these things extend, and upon
which they depend. However, after reading this book, you’ll be in a position to know how and
why all these things are related, because you’ll be able to see their relationship, their
interconnection, through the visualizable model of space-time presented herein. In addition, by
the time you finish reading part I, time itself will no longer be seen (or unseen!) as an intangible
conceptual abstraction, as some sort of “fourth dimension,” but will instead become as tangible
and understandable as the movement of the hands of a clock.
The relational-matrix model will provide a framework that we can use to visualize the
relationships between physical phenomena which we know must somehow be related but for
which we currently lack the symbolic conceptual abstractions necessary to link together as a
unified whole. By the end, we will have established a conceptual basis for understanding the
universe as fundamentally interconnected, wherein we will see that no perceivable or
conceivable part of the universe can be said to exist independent of any other part, or
independent of the dynamic structure of space-time itself. We will see that the interacting fields
and forces which form what we observe as the apparently separate objects of physical reality
exist as do ripples in relation to the otherwise-calm surface of a pond, having a relative form and
existence, while being inseparable from the whole.

2. Structure as Relationship
Structure is relationship, or a set of relationships. Pieces of wood can be arranged into a
relationship that exists as a chair. The pieces of wood themselves are structures composed of the
relationships between plant cells. The plant cells are structures composed of therelationships
between molecules. The molecules are structures composed of the relationships between atoms,
and so on.
Likewise, if space-time functions as a structure, then that structure must represent a set of
relationships. We can then ask, relationships between what? The answer is, relationships
between whatever space-time itself is composed of. So, the question then becomes, what is
space-time composed of? At first, this may seem to be a most difficult and perhaps unanswerable
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question. Yet, if we approach this question from the broadest possible perspective, it becomes
answerable, and the answer is the beginning of our approach to, and understanding of, the
ultimately unified nature of reality. If space-time actually exists as such (and we will assume that
it does), then, in the most general sense, we can say that space-time is composed of existence, no
more, no less. What else could it be composed of? What else is there?
At this point it’s necessary to hypothesize that existence is fundamentally a singular, nonseparate whole. In order to prove something, we must start with some assumption or hypothesis.
The proof, then, is in the pudding—i.e., in whether we find the results derived from that
hypothesis to be tasty or sour. In this case, the proof will be whether or not the model of reality
derived from this hypothesis is in harmony with what we experience as reality, as well as in
harmony with itself—i.e., internally consistent. In any case, if existence is fundamentally a
singular, non-separate whole, then we can say that any relationships that exist must be
relationships of existence with itself—i.e., relationships between different aspects of existence—
since there’s nothing else. Therefore, the structure of space-time in particular and reality in
general must represent relationships that existence has formed with itself, or, in other words,
existence existing in relation to itself.

2.1 Relative existence
Relative existence refers to existence that is what it is owing to the involvement of one aspect of
existence in a relationship with some other aspect of existence. In relative existence, any aspect
of existence exists as such only in relation to some other aspect of existence, in dependence on
some other aspect of existence, rather than independent of any other aspect of existence.
For example, we experience up as up, and so we think that up is independently up, unaware that
up can exist as such only in relation to a coexistent down. Likewise, we experience hot as hot,
and so we think that hot is independently hot, unaware that hot can exist as such only in relation
to a coexistent cold. As another example, we experience hard as hard, and so we think that hard
is independently hard, unaware that hard can exist as such only in relation to a coexistent soft.
The same is true for everything else that we experience, in that whatever we experience
something to be, it can be that only in relation to and in dependence on some other aspect of
existence that’s not that.1
Likewise, in the universe, whatever something is, it exists as such only in relation to and in
dependence on something else that it’s not. As we will describe in detail in this book, everything
that’s happening in the universe represents some relationship that existence has formed with
itself, some form of relative existence. The structure of space is a relationship, the dynamic of
energy is a relationship, the form of matter is a relationship, and the nature of experience is a
relationship. The unified model of reality presented herein primarily involves descriptions of
those relationships.

1

Although the nature of experience is the subject of part II of this book we must broach the subject here in order to
assist the reader in grasping the concept of relative existence.
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For this reason, the concepts presented in this section are central to the unified model of reality
presented in this book. It would therefore be advisable to return to this section on occasion if you
find yourself confused with regard to what relative existence means, or the type of relationship
that’s being discussed.
So, how does existence, if it’s fundamentally a singular, nonseparate whole, create structure by
forming a relationship with itself? A relationship requires a plurality or parts. Since existence
begins as a singular, nonseparate whole with no separate parts, there’s no way for existence in
this state to form a relationship with itself. For this reason, existence, in order to form a
relationship with itself, in order to create structure, must first either polarize or dualize into
relative realities, into relative existences, as depicted in
figure 1.
relative relative
existence existence

polarization

absolute
existence
yang

singular
existence

yin

relative
existence
dualization

relative
existence
the precursor

the process

the product

no relationship

self-relationship

no structure

structure

Figure 1 How singular existence can form a relationship with itself through the process
of polarization or dualization. Polarization and dualization are both equivalent
processes, for each process results in the creation of two relative existences or relative
realities out of a singular underlying whole. These relative existences are neither
separable from the underlying whole from which they arise, nor are they separable from
each other. Furthermore, each of these relative existences exists as such only in relation
to its opposite or complementary relative existence. Thus, they are called relative
existences or relative realities because their existence is dependent on, rather than
independent of, some other aspect of existence. The underlying whole from which all
polarity and all duality arise can be called “absolute” existence, because it’s
nonrelative—i.e., its existence isn’t dependent on any other aspect of existence, as is the
case with relative existences. The polarization or dualization of absolute existence into
relative existences or relative realities is the basic process by which the structure of
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space-time is created. On the right, the well-known Taoist symbol of relative existence,
the T’ai-chi T’u, which is translated as the Diagram of the Supreme Ultimate, is
depicted to show that the relative realities yin and yang are equivalent to the relative
existences created by the process of polarization or dualization of absolute existence.
Once relative realities exist, there then exists a level of structure within existence, albeit a
relational structure. The existence of this relational structure allows existence to form other
relationships with itself. Each set of relationships that existence forms with itself sets the stage
for another way in which existence can form a relationship with itself. In terms of structure as
relationship, what we experience as the structure of reality is the result of existence undergoing
this process of repetitive and progressive self-relation. The different levels of relationship that
existence forms with itself are depicted in figure 2, which is a slightly less abstract
representation of the four basic levels of existential self-relation that were originally depicted in
the Introduction, (figure I).

no relationship
(singularabsolute
existence)

first level of
relationship
(space-time)

second level of
relationship
(energy)

third level of relationship
(subatomic particles,
atoms, molecules, etc.)

fourth level of
relationship
(experience)

Figure 2 An outline of how existence evolves through a process of repetitive and
progressive self-relation, wherein each level of existential self-relation provides the
basis for another level of existential self-relation, culminating in the relationship that’s
existence’s experience of itself in this relational or structured form. Each level of
existential self-relation is experienced as a different relational structure of reality. The
first level of existential self-relation, wherein existence polarizes or dualizes into
complementary pairs, creates the structure of space-time. The second level of existential
self-relation involves the structure of space-time forming relationships with itself,
within itself. This second level of existential self-relation is depicted by the central
sphere having a polarity of spatial content that’s oriented differently from the six
surrounding spheres. At this level, all the spheres exist as such in relation to each other,
but one sphere also exists in relation to all the rest, creating a second level of existential
self-relation. This second level of existential self-relation creates what we experience as
energy existing within the relational spatial structure. The third level of existential selfrelation involves energies derived from the second level of existential self-relation
forming relationships with other energies to create what we experience as matter. The
fourth level of existential self-relation involves matter derived from the third level of
existential self-relation forming relationships with other matter and energies to create
experiential reality. Because these are all relationships that existence is forming with
itself, at no relational level of reality are the relative parts or products of these
relationships actually separable from each other. Thus, what we experience as the
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different aspects of reality are ultimately unified, or actuality inseparable from each
other, because they all exist as different aspects of an underlying nonseparate whole that
has simply formed relationships with itself.
The first three levels of existential self-relational depicted in figure 2 will be described in detail
in upcoming sections as we describe the relational-matrix model; the fourth level of existential
self-relational will be described in part II of this book.

2.2 Necessary terminology
Before we begin developing the relational-matrix model, we must first make sure that all the
terms we will use in that description have been clearly defined.
We begin with the term “reality.” Reality is simply whatever exists. What exists is real, and what
is real exists; there are no non-existent realities. For the most part, the concepts of existence and
reality are thus interchangeable. What makes the discussion of reality (or existence) difficult is
that there’s more than one way for something to exist, and thus more than one type of reality.
As described in the previous subsection, existence can be absolute or relative. What exists can
exist absolutely or nonrelationally, i.e., independent of any other state or aspect of existence.
What exists can also exist relatively or relationally, i.e., in relation to or in dependence on some
other state or aspect of existence. Because existence can be absolute or relative, reality can be
absolute or relative—i.e., there can exist absolute and relative realities.
When we say that something is real, we’re saying that it exists. But saying that something is real
doesn’t itself distinguish between the states of relative and absolute existence. Saying that
something is real doesn’t tell us whether it exists in dependence on or independent of any other
aspect of reality-existence.
Relative realities are real, they do exist, but their existence is quite a bit different from absolute
existence. Relative realities are real and existent only within the context of a relationship with
their complementary reality-existence, i.e., the aspect of existence they exist in relation to and in
dependence on. For example, “here” is a relative reality. “Here” is real and exists, but only in
relation to and in dependence on a coexistent “there,” or what’s “not here.” Thus, the reality and
existence of both “here” and “there” is relational or, as
some might, say conditional, each
requiring, as a condition of its own reality and existence, the coexistence of another
complementary reality. Whenever we discuss a relative reality, the mutual coexistence of its
counterpart is always implied and cannot be avoided.
To better understand the relationship between absolute and relative reality, we can use the
example of a stick. Let’s say the stick as it exists unbroken, lying on the ground, is absolute
reality. It’s whole, not yet having formed any relationship with itself. Now, we break the stick
into two halves and lean the two halves against one another, analogous to the process of
polarization or dualization. Each half of the stick now exists in the particular state that it does—
i.e., in a state of leaning—only in relation to the other half of what was previously an inseparable
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part of its whole stick-self. In other words, the state of being of each half of the stick is now
dependent on the state of being of the other half. This relationship is one of mutual coexistence.
Each half of the stick supports the other; each’s state of existence depends on the other’s. Thus,
each half of the stick exists as such only in relation to the other, and so each half is a relative
reality.
A relational matrix is the overall relational structure that exists as a result of the process of
successive dualization of an absolute reality. A relational matrix is composed of interdependent,
mutually coexistent relative realities. The formation of a relational matrix is, in a very limited
way, analogous to breaking a stick into increasingly smaller pieces and then leaning all those
pieces against each other, so that no single piece can be removed without the whole structure
tumbling down. The terms that we have been and will be using to define and describe the basic
structure of a relational matrix are depicted in figure 3.
a relative
reality
a
nonseparate
or whole
realityexistence

one relational
pole of a
dualized reality

or

a relational matrix
+

+

-

-

+
-

internal division,
dualization, or
polarization of
reality-existence

+

-

-

+

+

-

-

+

+
-

a dualized
reality

+
-

successive
dualization

Figure 3 The terminology used in the description of a relational matrix. In summary,
from left to right, a nonseparate reality or existence successively dualizes, or
repetitively and progressively exists in relation to itself, creatinga relational matrix of
relative realities. This process of successive dualization is denoted by the division
arrows between figures. The plus and minus symbols are used to denote the relational
nature of each relative reality. As depicted here, as existence successively dualizes,
what’s a relative reality at one relational level of reality itself dualizes into relative
realities at another relational level of reality. For this reason, more than one term can be
applied to a relative reality, depending on whether it’s being referred to as one relational
pole of a dualized reality (or relational pair), or as the source of other relative realities.
In figure 3, a dualized reality refers to a relational pair of relative realities that exist as two
complementary and relational poles. For example, a stick that’s been broken in two and leaned
against itself is a dualized reality. Each half of the stick is then one relational pole of a relational
pair, in addition to being itself a relative reality. Together, the two complementary poles of a
relational pair represent the dualization of a more fundamental reality, e.g., the two halves of a
stick that exist once the stick is broken in two and leaned against itself.
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Having defined the necessary terms and concepts, we’re now ready to develop a unified model of
reality wherein the structure of reality can be shown to be derived from existence evolving
through a process of repetitive and progressive self-relation.

3. Before the Beginning (of the Universe) There Was ...Absolute Existence
In order to begin, it’s generally necessary to start at the beginning, and so that’s where we will
start. If we’re ever to understand reality in terms of its underlying wholeness, its undivided unity,
we must begin from a position and postulate of wholeness. In that sense, to return to the picturepuzzle analogy presented in the Introduction, we’ll begin to put the puzzle of reality together by
starting out with an uncut picture, by assuming that what we experience as the different pieces of
reality were at some point undivided, existing not as separate parts but simply as a more
fundamental unified whole.
In the previous section, we hypothesized that existence is fundamentally a singular nonseparate
whole. That hypothesis assumed the existence of an absolute reality. We will describe this
absolute reality as the undivided whole from which the pieces of relative reality eventually
emerge or extend.
Absolute existence is undefinable and borderless existence. Absolute existence can be considered
an existent nothingness, a void. “Nothing” or “no-thing” doesn’t mean nonexistence; rather,
“nothing” or “no-thing” means only that what ultimately exists is undefinable as a this or a that,
and is thus no-“thing.” Absolute existence is structureless, for it exists beyond relationship,
existing without condition, without limitation or constraint, and thus containing no barriers or
boundaries, no dividing lines that would define a here from a there. Absolute existence is
therefore dimensionless, for dimensions require structural constraints. Absolute existence is even
beyond unity, because unification requires that there be parts which can be connected together or
unified. Absolute existence as such contains no parts, absolute existence is the foundation from
which and within which all experience of partness extends and on which it depends.
We have now laid the groundwork that will allow a detailed description of how absolute
existence can evolve into relative existence and, specifically, into a relational matrix through a
process of successive dualization, i.e., through a process of repetitive and progressive selfrelation. To get to this point, it was paradoxically necessary to define the undefinable—i.e., to
define absolute existence itself as undefinable. This paradox is unavoidable because absolute
existence is everything and nothing, simultaneously. Absolute existence is the source of all
relative existences, of all relative realities, of all somethings, and yet, as such, it’s itself
nonrelative, or no-thing.
As we will describe, the reality that we experience to exist, what we experience as reality, is
composed of absolute existence, i.e., of nothing or no-thing. However, the reality that we
experience to exist is composed of absolute existence in the process of forming a relationship
with itself, and so existing at this relational level of reality as relative existence, as something.
Essentially, what we’re about to present is a description of how existence picks itself up by its
own bootstraps by creating something out of nothing.
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3.1 The evolution of absolute existence into relative existence
Relative existence always exists within the context of absolute existence. Whereas absolute
existence is structureless, relative existence has structure. In order to get from the nonstructure of
absolute existence to the structure of relative existence, something has to happen—i.e., absolute
existence must undergo some transformation or process. That process has already been described
in terms of existence forming a relationship with itself. The process by which absolute existence
forms a relationship with itself to become relative existence has already been introduced as the
process of dualization. The relationship between absolute existence, relative existences,
structure, and the process of dualization is depicted in figure 4.

absolute
existence

no structure

( dualization )
(self-relation)

the process

relative
reality

relative
reality

structure

Figure 4 Absolute existence becomes within itself relative existence through a process
of dualization into relative realities. The existence of each relative reality is dependent
on the existence of the other relative reality. These relative realities are opposite and
complementary. The dashed line around absolute existence denotes the ultimately
undefinable nature of absolute existence, while the solid lines defining the relative
realities denote their definability in relation to each other. Alone each relative reality is
nothing, but together, in a relationship, they function as a structure. The synergy of the
existence of each relative existence supporting the other is what creates the structural
aspect of reality. The relative whole, the relationship, the structure, is thus greater than
or more than the sum of its relative parts, each of which alone isn’t a structure, each of
which alone doesn’t even exist, because the relative parts are derived from a more
fundamental whole that has formed a relationship with itself. Also, note that relative
realities don’t extend outside of absolute existence but rather exist within absolute
existence, as a relational level of reality extending within absolute existence.
In order for absolute existence to form the relational structure of reality—i.e., to become a
relational matrix— absolute existence must dualize not just once but over and over again,
successively. What this means is that the relative realities produced at each successive level of
dualization themselves undergo a process of dualization, resulting in the creation another level of
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dualization, a new relational level of reality. This process of successive dualization, of repetitive
and progressive dualization, is what creates the structure of an interconnected, interrelated,
mutually coexistent set of relational levels of reality we have termed a “relational matrix,” as
depicted in figure 5.

relational
matrix

absolute
existence

reality cells
(relative realities)

Figure 5 The process of successive dualization of existence, whereby the relative
realities produced at one level of dualization then become the precursors for the next
level of dualization, ultimately resulting in the formation of a relational structure
composed of relative realities of different sizes. The individual units of relative
existence composing this relational structure (i.e., the relational matrix), which are
depicted here as circles or spheres, are called reality cells. The interconnected,
interrelated, mutually coexistent nature of the reality cells is denoted by their
interlocking or overlap. (Note that the term “individual” doesn’t mean divided but
rather denotes what’s one pole of an “indivisible duality.”)
The process of successive dualization of existence is somewhat analogous to the process of cell
division that occurs in the growth and development of what we call life forms. Organic
development begins with an individual unit of life, a single cell. This cell then divides, creating
two cells, and these two cells then each divide, creating two more cells, for a total of four cells,
and so on, eventually forming the cellular structure of an organism.
In terms of the evolution of absolute existence into relative existence, the process begins with
absolute existence as basically a single cell. This “absolute” cell then dualizes (divides) into two
relative cells, each of which we will call a reality cell. “Reality cell” is simply the term we will
use for an individual unit of relative existence. These two reality cells each then dualize into two
more reality cells, and so on, ultimately forming the interconnected, interrelated, mutually
coexistent cellular structure of reality that we have termed a “relational matrix.”
In a very real way, the process of our organic growth and development through cell division is a
reflection or fractal extension of the process of successive dualization by which the universe
itself has developed. Fractals are geometric patterns created by the iteration or progressive
repetition of an equation, whereby the result of the equation is fed back into the equation to
generate another result, which is then fed back in, and so on. The numeric results can be plotted
as points to generate a fractal image. One feature of these fractal images is that, although they’re
at one level finite, at another level they seem to go on forever. A related feature of these fractal
images is that the geometric patterns which result are repeated at all levels of the fractal image,
as depicted in figure 6.
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Figure 6 (Left) The fractal image known as the Mandelbrot set. (Right) An enlargement
of an area of the image on the left. Fractals are finite, inasmuch as the interior border
can be considered a sphere, or a closed loop. However, fractals also are seemingly
infinite, in that upon closer inspection, that internal border reveals endless convolutions
and patterns. These images show how patterns are repeated throughout different levels
of the fractal structure. Such a repetition of pattern within pattern, of structure within
structure, of form within form, occurs as the result of iterant processing. Reality itself
evolves through an iterant, or repetitive and progressive process (i.e., dualization or
self-relation), causing patterns, structures, and forms to repeat themselves at different
relational levels of reality. For example, organic cellular structure is a fractal repetition
of the underlying cellular structure of reality itself.
The process by which absolute existence evolves into relative existence, as described here, is
analogous to the process by which fractal images are generated—i.e., through an iterant, or
repetitive and progressive, process. In the case of existence, the “equation” is the process of
dualization or self-relation, and what’s always fed back into that equation is existence itself,
albeit relative existence.
We, as organic beings, are a process, pattern, and structure that exists within the larger process,
pattern, and structure which is the universe. So, it’s not unreasonable that the cellular pattern and
structure of organic existence would itself be a repetition of a larger, universal cellular pattern
and structure which is the framework and context for all organic existence.
However, there’s a very important distinction between organic cell division and the successive
dualization of existence that creates reality cells. That distinction is as follows. In organic cell
division, once a cell divides, two new cells appear, and the original cell is no more, having
become two cells. In contrast, in the successive dualization of existence, when absolute existence
dualizes into two relative realities, or two reality cells, the original or precursor existence still
remains in existence, unchanged and unbroken, as depicted in figure 5. What is created through
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the process of dualization is simply another relational level of reality within the preceding
relational level of reality.
Since the process of existential dualization that occurs within each relational level of reality
creates a new relational level of reality that’s actually a relationship between aspects of the
preceding relational level of reality, the preceding relational level of reality must remain in
existence as the foundation for the relative realities that develop within it. Were the preceding
relational level of reality to cease to exist once it had dualized, then there would no longer exist
any basis for the relative realities that develop within it. This would be as if, when you broke a
stick in two, on some other level the stick remained whole to form a basis for the pieces that now
exist. The mother doesn’t cease to exist when the child is born. The mother, absolute existence,
continues to exist and so provides the child, relative existence, with its basis for existing. This is
simply the nature of relative existence.
This existential cellular structure, this relational matrix, that develops as a result of the process of
successive existential dualization, of repetitive and progressive existential self-relation, isn’t
static. The relational matrix is composed of interconnected, interrelated, mutually coexistent
reality cells. As we will explain in the next section, this mutual coexistence creates an ongoing
dynamic between the reality cells that’s inseparable from the structure their relationships form.
In order to understand how a relational matrix functions and, ultimately, how and why spacetime exists and functions as it does, we must understand not only the structure, but also the
dynamic of relative existence.

4. The Structural and Dynamic Aspects of the Relational Matrix
4.1 The structural aspect
A reality cell is defined as an individual unit of relative existence. We will consider reality cells
to be theoretically perfect spheres. Why are spheres an appropriate way of describing the form of
relative realities, the form that existence takes on when it comes to exist in relation to itself?
Because the sphere is a structure wherein the relationship of any part of that structure to its
center is equivalent. All relative realities have an equivalent relationship to their source, their
center—i.e., absolute existence—since all relative realities are nothing more than absolute
existence having formed a relationship with itself. Thus, the structure of these most basic of
relative realities is itself an expression of that equivalence of relationship to center or source.
This isn’t to say that reality cells are physical structures, for they’re not. Reality cells are
relational structures that together form the basis of physical structure. Structure is relationship.
The structure of a circle (or sphere) has both a nonlinear and a linear aspect, called the
circumference and diameter, respectively. The relationship between the circumference and
diameter that defines the geometric structure of a circle can be expressed as a ratio. The
relationship (ratio) of a circle or sphere to itself—i.e., its circumference divided by its
diameter—always generates the irrational number
(Greek letter pi), which cannot be
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represented as a ratio between any two whole numbers. For this reason, it can be said that the
perfect circle or sphere is an irrational structure.2
This irrationality of the perfect circle or sphere is consistent with the nature of reality cells as
relative realities. The relative existence and relational structure of a reality cell aren’t derived
from within the reality cell itself but only exist in the context of an existential relationship with
other reality cells. Thus, the spherical structure of any reality cell is by itself not existent, not
rational, and not real. A reality cell is a structure that’s no structure. It seems to be there, but if
you try to grab it, it won’t be there, because what it is, it is “in relation to”. Likewise, a rainbow
is a structure that’s no structure. It seems to be there, but if you run after it, it won’t be there,
because what it is, it is “in relation to”. You can’t grab hold of a reality cell any more than you
can reach the end of a rainbow, because no reality cell exists independently. Rather, each reality
cell exists only in relation to and in dependence on other reality cells.
Structure is relationship. So, the structure formed by two reality cells existing in relation to each
other could be expressed by the ratio between those two irrational structures. Since the irrational
structure of each reality cell is expressed as , the rational structure created by two reality cells
existing in relation to each other would be expressed as the ratio / , which equals 1. What this
example illustrates is that two reality cells, each of which is by itself an irrational structure,
together, as a relational whole, form the basic unit of rational structural, i.e., 1. What this
example also illustrates is how two things that are individually irrational, ungraspable, and unreal
become rational, graspable, and real by forming a whole structure that is composed of each thing
existing in relation to the other. Thus, whereas a reality cell is the individual unit of relative
existence, it takes two reality cells existing in relation to each other to form the basic unit of
rational structure.
The relational matrix is a structure whose basic components don’t exist independently, don’t
individually provide a structural reality. However, when those same components are considered
as a relational whole, they do exist, and together they make up the framework of reality. A single
stick won’t stand on its own, won’t form a structure. To form a structure, the stick must be
broken in two, and the two halves leaned against each other. This is how existence, by existing
repetitively and progressively in relation to itself, lays the foundation that eventually allows
something to arise out of nothing.
In any case, since we’ve defined the reality cells as spherical, the structural differences between
reality cells can represent only differences in size or scale rather than differences in shape, and
thus represent differences in volume, or spatial content. For this reason, we will address the
structural aspect of the relational matrix through what we will term the volumetric existence (VE)
of the reality cells. The volumetric existence of a reality cell is simply a relative measure of
reality-cell size that provides a means of relative quantification of the structural aspect, or spatial
construct, of a reality cell.

2

Buckminster Fuller liked to point out that physical reality actually contains no perfect spheres because it has no
continuous surfaces, since physical reality is made up of relationships between energy events (as will be described later
in detail).
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We must say a relative measure, because the quantitative attributes that we will assign to reality
cells have meaning only in relation to these same quantitative attributes as they apply to other
reality cells. Thus, the VEs of two reality cells can be either equal, or larger or smaller. For
instance, the VE of a reality cell will always be smaller than the VE of the reality cell that
dualized to create it.
We will term any given level of dualization of the relational matrix, wherein all the reality cells
are the same size—i.e., have the same VE—a relational level of reality. The use of these terms is
summarized in figure 7.
VE

VE

VE

VE
VE

VE

different
relational
levels
of reality
having
different
volumetric
existence’s
(VE)

VE
VE = VE

VE = VE

VE = VE

VE

VE = VE
VE

a relational matrix

>

VE

> VE >

VE

a dissected relational matrix

Figure 7 (Left) A relational matrix composed of four relational levels of reality. (Right)
The equivalence of volumetric existence (VE) for all reality cells that exist at the same
relational level of reality, and the relationship between the VEs of reality cells that exist
at different relational levels of reality. The pyramid at the top shows that each relational
level of reality is built upon the foundation of all previous relational levels of reality.

4.2 The dynamic aspect
Again, structure is relationship. The structural aspect of the relational matrix is represented by
the relationship between two reality cells, and that relationship is always dynamic. For this
reason, the relational matrix is a dynamic structure, and so the relational structure of space-time
is also dynamic.
As alluded to previously, the dynamic that exists between reality cells is the result of their
mutual coexistence. Although reality cells are defined in relation to each other, because they
aren’t separately existent, they have no absolutely real boundaries or dividing lines where one
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reality cell ends and another begins. Because of this mutual coexistence, the structure that
defines each reality cell isn’t static but dynamic, because each reality cell, each individual unit of
relative existence, continuously penetrates the reality cells adjacent to it. This continuous
interpenetration of the reality cells creates an ongoing stable and definable dynamic within the
relational matrix, the specifics of which we will discuss shortly.
Although we have discussed the structural aspect of the relational matrix first, note that the
structural and dynamic aspects of the relational matrix, and of the reality cells which compose it,
are themselves mutually coexistent, neither aspect being primary or secondary, but rather each
aspect existing as such only in relation to the other. Without the dynamic, there would be no
structure; and without the structure, there would be no dynamic.
This coexistence of structure and dynamic between the reality cells that compose the relational
matrix is analogous to the coexistence of structure and dynamic between two sticks leaned
against each other. In each case, the stable structure is maintained by an ongoing dynamic
between the relational poles. The stick structure is maintained by the sticks’ pushing against and
attempting to penetrate each other, whereas the cellular structure of the relational matrix is
maintained by the reality cells’ continuously penetrating each other.
This dynamic aspect of the process of dualization of existence, wherein relational structure is
sustained by the relational poles resulting from that process of dualization continuously
penetrating each other, is represented by the T’ai-chi T’u, as depicted in figure 8. We will use
this diagram to exemplify the nature of the ongoing dynamic between relative realities and, thus,
between the reality cells of the relational matrix.

Figure 8 The T’ai-chi T’u (or yin/yang diagram) as a representation of the dynamic that
exists both within relative existence and between relative existences. The structure
formed by relative existences isn’t static; rather, that structure is sustained by each
relational pole continuously penetrating its complementary pole. On the right, the
structure created by two sticks is maintained as each stick pushes against the other. On
the left, the dynamic structure of relative existence is maintained as each relational pole
opposes, through continuous interpenetration, its complementary pole.
In the yin/yang diagram, we have an existent reality dualizing or dualized into a relational pair
called yin and yang. The mutual coexistence and interdependence of each oppositely aspected
relational pole is symbolized by the inclusion of the opposite aspect within each pole. The
structural aspect of relative existence is symbolized by the equivalent size of each relational pole;
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the dynamic aspect of relative existence is symbolized by the implied cyclic motion of each
relational pole around the other.
These relational poles of yin and yang, however, don’t have a separate or independent existence
as if they were two balls (or tadpoles) orbiting each other. This implied cyclic motion of each
relational pole around the other is what appears as each relational pole continuously penetrates
the other. In this way, a dynamic equilibrium is established, which appears as the stable cycling
of each relational pole around the other. What’s “this” becomes “that,” and what’s “that”
becomes “this.” As we will demonstrate in chapter 2 of part I of this book, this dynamic
equilibrium is the basis of what we experience as the dynamic aspects of physical reality—i.e.,
time and energy.
Within the relational matrix, the continuous interpenetration of the reality cells results in a
relational structure wherein each reality cell is expanding into all the reality cells adjacent to it.
This continuous interpenetration and interexpansion creates a stable dynamic structure wherein
the reality cells continuously change places, and so exchange content, with adjacent reality cells,
as depicted in figure 9.

Figure 9 (Left) At the top, a relational matrix with three relational levels of reality. The
two internal levels of relational reality are depicted separately below so that the arrows
which represent the continuous interpenetration and interexpansion of the reality cells
are visible. The main point here is that what exists as spatial content in one area of the
relational matrix continuously moves into adjacent areas, establishing a stable dynamic
structure. All of the arrows can be considered expansion vectors of equivalent
magnitude, regardless of the size of the reality cell that’s expanding. (Right) The
continuous interpenetration of the reality cells at different relational levels of reality is
represented by a compound yin/yang diagram.
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Note that, although the exchange of spatial content between reality cells is ongoing and dynamic,
that same dynamic also supports the pattern of relational structure, or spatial construct, which is
the stable set of relationships within the relational matrix. That is, although each reality cell is
defined as continuously penetrating adjacent reality cells, since all the reality cells are doing the
same thing, the net effect is the creation of a stable structure or spatial construct that has
intrinsically dynamic content.
To understand how a stable structure can be maintained within the context of an ongoing
dynamic, imagine two balloons in a closed space. Now, each balloon is blown up, attempting to
expand. Neither balloon can actually expand, since it has nowhere to go except the space
occupied by the other balloon. Thus, each balloon, in its attempt to expand, moves into the space
occupied by the other balloon. What actually happens is that the balloons just end up changing
places. So, we’re left with what appears to be the same spatial construct of two balloons in a
closed space, but the spatial content which composes that structure has moved.
The effect of this continuous interpenetration and interexpansion of the reality cells is to create a
continuous exchange of spatial content between reality cells, which, in effect, creates a stable
dynamic structure within the relational matrix. The nature of this content exchange between
reality cells is cyclic or periodic, which allows us to define the dynamic aspect of the reality cells
in terms of their cyclic or periodic activity.
A full cycle, or period, of reality-cell interpenetration consists of a pair of oscillations. We will
define one half of the cycle, or one oscillation, as the expansion of one reality cell into an
adjacent reality cell. We will then define the other half of the cycle, or the other oscillation, as
the adjacent reality cell expanding back into the one reality cell.
Classically, a full cycle of an oscillation is called its period. Therefore, the period wherein a
complete exchange of spatial content occurs between two reality cells we will call the reality cell
period of content exchange (POCE), as depicted in figure 10. The reality-cell POCE will be
useful as a relative measure of the movement of spatial content through the relational matrix.

1/2 POCE

1 POCE

Figure 10 The reality-cell period of content exchange (POCE). Illustrating the cyclic or
periodic exchange of spatial content that occurs between the reality cells as they
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continuously penetrate each other. One full cycle of content exchange is one POCE.
The paired arrows represent vectors of reality cell expansion or penetration.
Now that both the structural and dynamic aspects of the reality cells have been defined in terms
of the VE and POCE, respectively, we will examine the relationship between these
complementary aspects of reality cells.

4.3 The relationship between reality-cell structure and dynamic
4.31 The rate-of-penetration constant
In order to discuss the relationship between reality-cell structure and dynamic, we must first
examine the rate of penetration between reality cells. This rate of penetration was depicted as the
vectors of reality-cell expansion or penetration in figures 9 and 10.
As we have said, the reality cells continuously penetrate each other, creating a cyclic or periodic
exchange of spatial content within the relational matrix. This continuous interpenetration of the
reality cells must occur at a certain rate or velocity. The question is, is this rate of penetration the
same or different for reality cells at different relational levels of reality, i.e., reality cells with
different VEs? To answer this question, let’s look again at what this rate of penetration
represents.
The rate of penetration represents one reality cell penetrating the area occupied by another reality
cell. Regardless of the size of the reality cells in question, it’s all still the same existence
(absolute reality) existing in relation to itself and thus penetrating itself. That is, regardless of the
size of the reality cells involved, this continuous interpenetration always represents the same
existence undergoing the same process. Therefore, as part of the relational-matrix model, we will
define the rate of penetration of the reality cells as equivalent at all relational levels of reality.
This rate of penetration is thus defined as invariant, i.e., as a constant, the rate-of-penetration
constant (kRP).
Having defined the rate of penetration as a constant, we are now in a position to define the
relationship between the structural and dynamic aspects of the reality cells, i.e., the relationship
between reality-cell volumetric existence and period of content exchange, respectively.

4.32 The inverse relationship between reality-cell structure and dynamic
All reality cells, regardless of their relative size or volumetric existence (VE) and corresponding
relational level of reality, continuously penetrate each other at the same constant rate. Thus, all
reality cells with the same VE—i.e., existing at the same relational level of reality—will have the
same period of content exchange (POCE). However, reality cells with smaller VEs will have
larger POCEs (faster content exchange) than reality cells with larger VEs. Conversely, reality
cells with larger VEs will have smaller POCEs (slower content exchange) than reality cells with
smaller VEs. These relationships are depicted in figure 11.
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Figure 11 Since the rate of penetration is invariant, smaller reality cells will undergo a
period of content exchange (POCE) faster than larger reality cells. As we will explain
below, since the volumetric existence (VE) and POCE are related through a constant,
i.e., kRP, the relationship between VE and POCE is inverse. As one relative measure
increases by a multiplier, the other is divided by that same unit. For instance, in the
example above, the reality cell with a VE 2x as large as the other reality cell’s has a
POCE ½ that of the smaller reality cell.
It simply takes longer for larger reality cells to undergo a POCE than it does for smaller reality
cells, because their spatial content has farther to go to get there and back again. Basically, if
something has twice the distance to go to get somewhere, and it’s going there at the same rate, it
will take twice as long to get there. If it has four times the distance to go, it will take four times
as long; and if it has one-fourth the distance to go, it will take one-fourth as long. Essentially, as
reality-cell size increases, the relative measure of reality-cell dynamic decreases—i.e., as VE
goes up, POCE goes down. Conversely, as VE goes down, POCE goes up.
The constancy of the rate of penetration allows us to mathematically define an inverse
relationship between reality-cell VE and POCE. The VE is linked to the POCE through the rateof-penetration constant (kRP). Therefore, we can define the inverse relationship between realitycell VE and POCE as VE = kRP/POCE or POCE = kRP/VE, or simply POCE x VE = kRP.
What these equations state is that for each unit of increase in reality-cell size (VE), the POCE for
that reality cell will be decreased by the fraction of that unit of increase. Conversely, for each
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unit of decrease in reality-cell size (VE), the POCE for that reality cell will be increased by the
denominator of the fraction of that unit of decrease.
For example, a reality cell twice (2x) as large as another reality cell will have one-half (1/2) the
POCE, and a reality cell four times (4x) as large as another reality cell will have one-fourth (1/4)
the POCE. Conversely, a reality cell one-half (1/2) the size of another reality cell will have twice
(2x) the POCE, and a reality cell one-fourth (1/4) the size of another reality cell will have four
times (4x) the POCE.
Again, this inverse relationship between reality-cell structure and dynamic exists because the rate
of penetration is invariant. The actual value of that constant isn’t itself important in defining the
relationship between reality-cell structure and dynamic. What’s important is only that it’s
constant.
We have now described a relational matrix, which, through the dynamic equilibrium established
by the continuous mutual interpenetration of reality cells, maintains a relatively static structural
integrity, while at the same time being in a continuous internal dynamic flux.
Eventually, we will show that these complementary structural and dynamic aspects of the
relational matrix form the basis of the space-time duality, with space being primarily the
manifestation of the structural aspect of the relational matrix, and time being primarily the
manifestation of the dynamic aspect of the relational matrix.

5. Defining the Structure of the Relational Matrix
In the preceding section, we defined the structural and dynamic aspects of reality cells. In this
section, we will discuss how reality cells are organized into a relational whole.
The goal in this article is to relate the behavior of the relational matrix to the behavior of physical
reality, and thereby to demonstrate that space-time functions as a dynamic structure, composed
of existence existing repetitively and progressively in relation to itself. In order to relate the
relational matrix to physical reality, we need to define a particular configuration of the relational
matrix in terms of a particular arrangement of reality cells, so that certain aspects of physical
reality can be visualized or visually modeled.
Defining a particular configuration of the relational matrix means defining how the reality cells
are arranged into a stable set of relationships. Heretofore, we have defined the reality cells as
spheres, but how are those spheres arranged in three dimensions to form the relational matrix,
i.e., the structure of space?
Since we’ve defined the reality cells as spheres, we can describe their arrangement in terms of
what’s called sphere packing. Sphere packing involves analyzing the percentage of space that’s
occupied when equiradius spheres are arranged in a certain way. For our purposes, we are
interested in the relationships that occur, and the structure that develops, when spheres (or reality
cells) are packed or arranged in the most symmetrical way.
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Symmetry is balance, and balance is equivalence. All reality cells are equal, inasmuch as they’re
all ultimately the same existence existing in relation to itself. Therefore, as an expression of the
absolute reality underlying all relative realities and, thereby, all relationships and all structures,
how reality cells are arranged into a stable set of relationships will be defined as the spatial
arrangement of packed spheres that creates the greatest symmetry, balance, and equivalence of
relationship between those spheres.
As it turns out, the most symmetrical, balanced, and equivalent spatial arrangement of packed
spheres is also the most economical—i.e., the way of placing the most spheres into a given area
(called closest packing) also results in maximally symmetrical, balanced, and equivalent
relationships between adjacent spheres. This arrangement is called cubic-closepacking, and is
depicted in figure 12.3

cubic-closepacking

a nuclear cluster: 13 spheres in
cubic-closepacking array (with
superimposed cuboctahedron)

cuboctahedron
(vector equilibrium)
vector diagram of 13 spheres
in cubic-closepacking array

Figure 12 The symmetry, balance, and equivalence of relationship between adjacent
spheres that results from cubic-closepacking of equiradius spheres. (Left) Cubicclosepacking, i.e., stacking spheres in the form of a pyramid, allows the maximum
number of spheres to be placed in a given area. This method of closepacking creates an
arrangement of spheres wherein each sphere is surrounded by, or adjacent to, 12 other
spheres (center). This arrangement of 13 spheres is referred to as a nuclear cluster. In
order to visualize the structure created by the relationships between these 13 spheres,
these 13 spheres can be represented vectorially as the geometric structure called a
cuboctahedron, or what Buckminster Fuller called “vector equilibrium.” (Right) The
spheres are represented by points at their center, and their relationships are depicted by
lines or vectors between those points. As can be seen from the structure of the
cuboctahedron, in the cubic-closepacking arrangement, each central sphere has an
equivalent relationship from center to center to all 12 adjacent spheres, in terms of both
distance and angle.
The drawings in the center and on the right are from Amy C. Edmondson, A Fuller Explanation:
The Synergetic Geometry of R. Buckminster Fuller, reprinted with permission.
3

There are actually two types of closest packing arrangements possible. One is the cubic-closepacking arrangement,
and the other is the hexagonal-closepacking arrangement. However, only the cubic-closepacking arrangement results
in maximally symmetrical relationships between adjacent spheres. Since we’re looking for an arrangement that has
maximum symmetry, balance, and equivalence of relationship, we will analyze only the relationships and structure
derived from the cubic-closepacking arrangement.
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There’s some precedent for describing the spatial construct in terms of this particular
arrangement of closepacked spheres. Buckminster Fuller based much of his work on a
description of the spatial construct in terms of the cubic-closepacking arrangement of spheres.4
Fuller wasn’t so much interested in the spheres themselves, but rather used sphere packing as a
medium through which spatial constraints could take visible shape. In order to study the
equilibrious distribution of forces in space, Fuller converted the cubic-closepacking arrangement
into a system of vectors that he called the isotropic-vector matrix, depicted in figure 13.
Although in this book we are interested in the spheres themselves as reality cells, as the
containers of spatial content, Fuller’s vector description of the cubic-closepacking arrangement
of spheres is very useful for allowing visualization of the consistency of the three-dimensional
structure formed by this particular arrangement of spheres.

Figure 13 The cubic-closepacking arrangement of spheres reduced to vectors, with each
vertex representing the center of a sphere. Buckminster Fuller called this particular
arrangement the isotropic-vector matrix (IVM). Each intersection of vectors, i.e., each
vertex, is also a point that’s the center of a cuboctahedron or vector equilibrium. Thus,
each vertex represents the center of a sphere in a nuclear cluster. This representation
allows visualization of the symmetry, balance, and equivalence of relationship that
exists between spheres or reality cells when placed in the cubic-closepacking
arrangement. The distance between adjacent spheres is equal, and all the angles between
adjacent spheres are also equal.
Drawing from Amy C. Edmondson, A Fuller Explanation: The Synergetic Geometry of R.
Buckminster Fuller, reprinted with permission.
The important points to note here are that describing space as having a structure, and describing
that structure or shape in terms of an arrangement of spheres, aren’t themselves new ideas.
4

Amy C. Edmondson, A Fuller Explanation: The Synergetic Geometry of R. Buckminster Fuller.
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Furthermore, if space can be described in terms of an arrangement of spheres, the way those
spheres relate to each other as a representation or manifestation of the spatial construct has
already been well defined by Buckminster Fuller.
As Arthur Loeb has stated in the introduction to his book Space Structures: “Space is not a
passive vacuum, but has properties that impose powerful constraints upon any structure that
inhabits it. These constraints are independent of specific interactive forces, hence geometrical in
nature.”* In other words, space has a structure that places constraints upon what can exist as
structure within it, in the same way that a room has structural dimensions which limit the size
and shape of what can be placed in that room. Expressed in terms of relational existence, the
relationships between different aspects of existence that form the structure of space limit the
further types of relationships and structures that can form upon, and as extensions of, the
underlying framework which is the structure of space.
What we experience as physical reality doesn’t exist “in” space, somehow apart from space, but
rather exists as an extension of the spatial structure. For this reason, the relationships that are
expressed in material structure and reality must have as their basis relationships already present
in the structure of space. In order to erect a building, there must be a foundation. The foundation
upon which material reality rests is the structure of space. For this reason, the closepacking of
physical spheres is a relevant and valid way of representing and modeling spatial relationships,
constraints, and structure.
A relationship can’t exist as a structure unless there’s some underlying basis for that relationship.
The basis for the relationship that itself forms the relational matrix or structure of space is
absolute existence itself. Once that relational structure is established, all other relationships and
structures that extend as realities from the foundation of that structure are limited and constrained
by the fundamental relationships which compose that structure. Were the structure of space
arranged differently, then the arrangement of spheres that’s the most symmetrical, equilibrious,
and closest packing would itself be different, because space would allow it—would, in fact,
demand it—as a reflection and extension of the relationships that form its own structure.
Whereas geometry can be used to define structures in space, the structure of space itself
determines what can geometrically exist. That is, the relationships that compose the structure of
space are what determine the relationships and, thus, the structures that can exist as reality
appearing within space.
Structure is relationship, and relationship requires constraints. The first constraint that existence
imposes upon itself is that of relative existence. By placing itself in a state of existence that’s
dependent on a complementary state of existence, existence imposes a constraint upon itself and
so becomes a relational structure. This primary constraint creates the primary structure of
reality—i.e., the relational matrix. All other structures must use this most basic structure as a
foundation, as an underlying framework, and so all other structures that develop within this

*

Loeb, Arthur L. Space Structures: Their Harmony and Counterpoint 1976 Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc. pg.
xvii
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reality, as extensions of this reality, are limited and constrained by the arrangement of this
primary structure.
Thus, modeling space in terms of a cubic-closepacking arrangement of spheres isn’t arbitrary or
chosen at random but is used here because it’s the most symmetrical, balanced, and equivalent
arrangement that the structure of space allows. This spatial arrangement reflects the underlying
equivalence of structure and relationship that results from existence existing in relation to itself.
However, there’s a significant difference between the way physical spheres can be packed to
form a material structure and the way reality cells are packed to form the structure of the
relational matrix. In packing physical spheres there’s no overlap between adjacent spheres, and
so there’s always space left over between the spheres, no matter how closely and efficiently
packed they are. In sphere-packing reality cells, because the reality cells are not material
structures but rather are relational structures, with each reality cell existing as such only in
relation to the other and so containing part of the other, there’s overlap between adjacent reality
cells, and so there’s no left over space between reality cells. Furthermore, there can be no space
between reality cells because, as we will show, this arrangement of reality cells itself creates
what we experience as space—i.e., it creates a place where things can be and happen.
Although the three-dimensional structure of the relational matrix is that of interlocking spheres,
for simplicity and owing to the constraints of the medium we are communicating in, we will
illustrate the relational matrix primarily in two dimensions, using interlocking circles, as depicted
in figure 14.

Figure 14 The translation of the three-dimensional cubic-closepacking arrangement of
spherical reality cells into two-dimensional arrays of interlocking circles. The cubicclosepacking arrangement of reality cells (left) contains two distinct planar arrays of
reality cells: a hexagonal arrangement (upper right) and a cubic array (lower right). In
the hexagonal array all the reality cells are adjacent; in the cubic array, the reality cells
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that are diagonal to each other are nonadjacent. In this book, we will use the twodimensional hexagonal array of reality cells most often to illustrate the relational
matrix.
The two-dimensional hexagonal array of reality cells is the most useful two-dimensional
representation for describing the stable dynamic relationships between the reality cells that
compose the relational matrix. This two-dimensional hexagonal array of reality cells depicted in
figure 14, then, will be primarily used in this book to help illustrate how the relational matrix as a
whole functions as a dynamic structure.

5.1 The uniformity and consistency of structure
An important aspect of the relational matrix that we need to address is the uniformity and
consistency of its structure. This uniformity and consistency of the structure of the relational
matrix occurs both between reality cells existing at any one relational level of reality, all of
which have the same volumetric existence (VE), and within reality cells existing at different
relational levels of reality, all of which have the different VEs.
The uniformity and consistency of the structure between reality cells existing at any one
relational level of reality refers to the situation where, regardless of the relational level of
reality—i.e., regardless of reality-cell size or VE—the basic structural relationships between
reality cells at that relational level of reality is always the same, in that they always occur in the
cubic-closepacking arrangement. Thus, the structure of the relational matrix is the same at every
relational level of reality, meaning that the structural relationships between reality cells existing
at any one relational level of reality can always be expressed vectorially as an isotropic-vector
matrix, as was shown in depicted 13.
The uniformity and consistency of the structure within reality cells existing at different relational
levels of reality refers to the situation where every reality cell contains within itself the same
internal spatial arrangement of smaller reality cells. This uniformity and consistency of internal
structure occurs, again, in the cubic-closepacking arrangement, whereby each smaller reality cell
is adjacent to, and surrounded by, 12 other similar reality cells, creating a nuclear cluster of 13
reality cells. This nuclear cluster of 13 reality cells in cubic-closepacking arrangement is always
in the shape of a cuboctahedron or vector equilibrium, as depicted in figure 12. What this
arrangement means specifically is that each reality cell can be considered to be composed of a
nuclear cluster of 13 smaller reality cells, each of which is itself composed of a nuclear cluster of
13 even smaller reality cells, and so on, ad infinitum. Thus, every reality cell has an internal
spatial arrangement of 13 smaller reality cells arranged in the form of a vector equilibrium.
The uniformity and consistency of the structure of the relational matrix is depicted in figure 15,
using the two-dimensional hexagonal array of reality cells that was presented in figure 14.
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Figure 15 The uniformity and consistency of the structure of the relational matrix
occurring both between reality cells at any one relational level of reality, and within
reality cells at different relational levels of reality. Depicted here are five relational
levels of reality, represented by five different-sized circles representing five differentsized reality cells. At the top, the overlapping levels have been omitted for better
visibility of the different relational levels of reality depicted in the diagram.
Here, it can be seen that, regardless of the relational level of reality, the reality cells are always
arranged in a hexagonal array or, by three-dimensional extension, a cubic-closepacking
arrangement, illustrating the uniformity and consistency of the structure of the relational matrix
that occurs between reality cells of any one relational level of reality. It can also be seen in this
two-dimensional hexagonal array that each reality cell contains seven smaller reality cells from
the next relational level of reality. In three dimensions, this situation translates into each reality
cell containing 13 smaller reality cells from the next relational level of reality, arranged as a
vector equilibrium. Furthermore, because the reality cells are relational and overlap, each larger
reality cell shares all but its central reality cell with adjacent reality cells. That is, all the
peripheral reality cells of the nuclear cluster that composes a larger reality cell are also peripheral
reality cells of an adjacent larger reality cell. As depicted in the two-dimensional diagram above,
the six peripheral reality cells that compose any hexagonal cluster, or larger reality cell, are also
peripheral reality cells of an adjacent hexagonal cluster.
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The importance of the uniformity and consistency of the structure of the relational matrix,
regardless of the relational level of reality being discussed, is that when processes are described
as occurring at any one relational level of reality, those processes can also be inferred to occur at
any relational level of reality, since the same underlying structure and relationships exist
everywhere.
Thus, although the relational matrix is composed of reality cells of different sizes, within that
difference there exist symmetry, balance, and equivalence of relationship, as a reflection of the
ultimate equivalence of existence between the relative realities of which the structure of the
relational matrix consists. This equivalence of relationship and relative existence is what defines
the structural aspect of the relational matrix.

6. Defining the Content of the Relational Matrix
6.1 The duality of reality-cell content
The relational matrix is composed of reality cells that are formed through the process of
successive dualization, or progressive self-relation, of existence. A reality cell consists of the
spatial construct defined by a spherical or circular boundary, and of the spatial content within
that boundary. Where there’s structure, there’s content; and where there’s content, there must be
structure. Structure and content are thus complementary. In the preceding section we defined the
structure of the relational matrix. In this section, we will define the content that exists within and
in relation to that structure.
Because the reality cells are the product of the dualization of a more fundamental reality, there
exists a fundamental duality of spatial content between reality cells. That is, the spatial content of
one reality cell must be the opposite of the spatial content of its complementary reality cell. This
polarity or complementary of reality-cell content produced by the dualization of absolute
existence is depicted in figure 16.

absolute
existence

( dualization )

the
relative
relative
existence
relative
existence

Figure 16 When absolute existence dualizes and forms a relationship with itself,
thereby creating two relative existences, there’s also created a polarity or
complementarity of spatial content between those relative existences, shown here as the
opposites of black and white. Existence preceding the process of dualization has neither
structure nor content and so is neither white nor black, neither this nor that, neither here
nor there, for these are all aspects that exist as such only in relation to one another, i.e.,
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within the context of absolute existence that has dualized to form a relationship with
itself, within itself.
We will call this fundamental duality of spatial content the positive/negative polarity or
complementarity of reality-cell content. For our purposes, the terms “positive” and “negative”
simply represent the opposite and, thus, mutually coexistent aspects of reality-cell content. No
other attribute is ascribed to these terms, or needs to be, for each aspect of reality-cell content
exists as such only in relation to the other, opposite aspect.
No matter how many times existence dualizes into ever-smaller relational levels of reality,
composed of smaller and smaller reality cells, the process of dualization still yields the same
fundamental duality of spatial content, since no matter what the level of dualization, it’s still the
same existence undergoing the same process. Therefore, the positive/negative polarity or
complementarity of reality-cell content is applicable to all relational levels of reality.
Using black to denote positive reality-cell content and white to denote negative reality-cell
content, the pattern of content distribution at any one level of reality can be depicted as in
figure 17.
positive configuration

negative configuration

1/2 POCE

Figure 17 Complementary positive and negative configurations of the relational matrix,
based on the pattern of distribution of realty-cell content. Owing to the continuous
exchange of spatial content between reality cells (described previously in section 4), the
relational matrix cycles between positive and negative configurations. In one half of a
reality-cell period of content exchange (POCE), the positive aspect of spatial content is
dominant (positive configuration); and in the other half of a reality-cell POCE, the
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negative aspect of spatial content is dominant (negative configuration). Note the
uniformity of each pattern of content distribution, “uniformity” meaning that at any one
moment no area of the relational matrix is differentiable or distinguishable from any
other, because all areas have the same configuration, whether positive or negative.
The expanded views (boxes at bottom) show that when a relatively larger reality cell exists for a
moment in a positive or negative configuration, this doesn’t mean that the smaller reality cells
within it all have positive or negative content. Rather, even though each reality cell may be
described in terms of its spatial content as either positive or negative at its relational level of
reality, within that reality cell there still exists the same fundamental duality of spatial content.
Thus, the positive or negative configuration of a reality cell refers to the particular aspect of
spatial content which at that moment is dominant or more prevalent within that reality cell.
There’s always a balance between the positive and negative aspects of reality-cell content during
an entire cycle or period of content exchange, and so neither aspect is ever really dominant.
There must always be a maintenance of overall balance in positive/negative reality-cell content
because these polar opposites are relationally existent and thus mutually coexistent. One
relational pole can never truly dominate or eliminate the other, for in doing so, it would thereby
negate the basis of its own existence.
The most important thing to understand regarding the pattern of distribution of reality-cell
content is that in both positive and negative configurations of the relational matrix, at any one
moment there exists a uniform and consistent pattern of content distribution everywhere, so that
no area of the relational matrix is differentiable or distinguishable from any other area. In the
next subsection, we will discuss that uniformity and consistency, as well as variations in the
pattern of content distribution.

6.2 Uniformity and distortion of the relational matrix
As was depicted in figure 17, the positive/negative polarity or complementarity the reality-cell
content creates a uniform pattern of content distribution within the relational matrix, which we
will define as a state of relational-matrix or reality-cell uniformity.
In a state of relational-matrix uniformity, the pattern of content distribution is such that at any
one moment no area of the relational matrix is differentiable or distinguishable from any other,
because all areas have the same content pattern, the same configuration. The negative content of
one reality cell may be different than the positive content of an adjacent reality cell, but because
at any one moment this pattern of content distribution is the same everywhere, such a
relationship doesn’t serve to localize or define a particular somewhere in relation to anywhere
else. For this reason, and for simplicity, we will depict the state of relational-matrix uniformity as
shown in figure 18.
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Figure 18 Simplified representation of what we have defined as the state of relationalmatrix uniformity, in which the pattern of content distribution is the same everywhere.
The uniform pattern of content distribution is depicted here by the uniform coloration of
the reality cells. Here, the white coloration of the reality cells denotes neither positive
nor negative content but only that there’s a uniform pattern of content distribution, as
depicted in figure 17.
There also exists the possibility that a reality cell could have a pattern of content distribution that
is different from the uniform pattern of content distribution. In this case, such a reality cell would
“stand out” or “contrast with” the rest of the relational matrix. An area of the relational matrix
that contains a reality cell with a nonuniform pattern of content distribution will therefore be
defined as an area of relational-matrix or reality-cell distortion, and that reality cell will be
defined as distorted. This distortion is not structural; rather, it simply represents a deviation from
the uniform pattern of content distribution, as depicted in figure 19.

Figure 19 (Left) A reality cell with a pattern of content distribution that differs from the
uniform pattern. The reality cell outlined by the dashed circle is in a positive
configuration, while the rest of the reality cells at that relational level of reality are in a
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negative configuration. This reality cell is defined as distorted, and it represents an area
of relational-matrix distortion. Note that the reality cells adjacent to the distorted reality
cell are themselves distorted, though less so, since their pattern of content distribution
also differs from the uniform pattern. This variation in pattern of content distribution is
what allows for the eventual differentiation of the relational matrix, because it allows
one area of the relational matrix to be distinguished from other areas.
(Right) For simplicity, an area of relational-matrix distortion (i.e., a distorted reality
cell) is depicted as shown. Here, the uniform pattern of content distribution is depicted
as in figure 18, and the area of relational matrix distortion is denoted by the stippling of
the distorted reality cell. It’s in this way that reality cell distortions will be depicted, i.e.,
by some degree and manner of stippling or shading of the distorted reality cell(s). Note
that the scale on the right is reduced, as indicated by the brackets.
This variation in the pattern of content distribution between and among reality cells creates a
uniformity/distortion duality within the relational matrix. The uniformity/distortion duality
represents a new relational level of reality within the relational matrix, a new way in which
existence can form a relationship with itself. The uniformity/distortion duality represents the next
step in the evolution of absolute existence, as that evolution occurs through the process of
repetitive and progressive self-relation. This new relational level of reality is depicted and
described as the second level of existential self-relation in figure 2. As we will describe in detail
in chapter 2 of part I of this book, the uniformity/distortion duality represents the space/energy
duality that exists in space-time. Structure is relationship and, essentially, energy is the dynamic
aspect of the structure that is created when space exists in relation to itself.
Within the context of the uniformity/distortion duality we have just described, we can now begin
to see how the process of repetitive and progressive self-relation works, as one level of
existential self-relation becomes the basis for the next. First, existence successively dualizes, or
repetitively and progressively exists in relation to itself, to form the relational matrix. Once the
relational matrix exists, once that initial level of existential self-relation has been formed, the
door is opened to another way in which existence can form a relationship with itself. That way is
through the uniformity/distortion duality, as an area of relational-matrix distortion exists in
relation to other areas of relational-matrix uniformity. It’s all still ultimately the same existence,
but it’s the same existence existing in relation to itself in a new and different way and, in the
process, creating a new level of existential self-relation, i.e., a new relational level of reality,
which can then itself function as the basis and foundation for yet another level of existential selfrelation, yet another relational level of reality.
As we proceed with our discussion, this process of repetitive and progressive self-relation will be
described as occurring twice more, resulting next in the formation of the material level of reality,
followed by the experiential level of reality.

6.3 Degrees of reality-cell distortion
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Having defined the states of uniformity and distortion of the relational matrix, we can now
discuss the relative degrees of reality-cell distortion.
Uniformity has no degrees. Either something is uniform, or it’s not, and if it’s not, it’s
nonuniform or distorted. On the other hand, there can exist varying degrees of nonuniformity—
i.e., more or less distortion. For example, the surface of a body of water can be either calm
(uniform) or uncalm (nonuniform). However, if it’s uncalm, then it can exist in a more or less
choppy or turbulent state—i.e., there exist varying degrees to which the surface of that body of
water can be disturbed or distorted.
So, too, can distortions of the relational matrix exist in varying degrees. Whereas there’s only
one content pattern that represents the state of uniformity, there are different content patterns that
represent nonuniformity or distortion. Therefore, there can exist varying degrees of what we
have defined as reality-cell distortion.
However, there’s one degree of reality-cell distortion that stands out from other degrees of
reality-cell distortion: This is the degree of distortion wherein the pattern of content distribution
is the exact opposite of what we have defined as the state of uniformity. This degree of distortion
is as distorted as the pattern of content distribution can get, for if any of the internal reality cells
that compose the distorted reality cell had a different content pattern, then that content pattern
would then be more like the uniform pattern, and so the reality cell would be less distorted.
Therefore, we will term this degree of reality-cell distortion that’s the exact opposite of the state
of uniformity a maximal distortion. The relationship between the state of uniformity and the
degrees of reality-cell distortion are depicted in figures 20 and 21.
uniformity

uniformity

+=0 -=0
-=1 +=1
baseline polarity

distortions

distortions

distortions

+>0 ->0
-<1 +<1
polarity reversal

+=1 -=1
-=0 +=0
maximum polarity reversal
(maximal distortion)

maximal
distortion

Figure 20 The relationship between the state of uniformity and the degrees of realitycell distortion with regard to the pattern of content distribution. The maximal realitycell distortion is the pattern of content distribution that’s the exact opposite of the state
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of uniformity. Between these polar extremes lie an infinite number of intermediate
degrees of reality-cell distortion, depicted by shades of gray. Any movement away from
the state of uniformity is an increase in reality-cell distortion; any movement away from
the maximal distortion is a movement towards the state of uniformity.

a

b

Uniformity
or
Nondistorted

Less Than Maximum
Polarity Reversal
or
increasing
Nonmaximal
distortion
Distortion
content

c

Less Than Maximum
Polarity Reversal
or
Nonmaximal
Distortion

d

Maximum Polarity Reversal
or
Maximal Distortion

Figure 21 Owing to the infinitely regressive nature of reality-cell structure (i.e., each
reality cell is composed of smaller reality cells), an infinite number of intermediate
degrees of reality-cell distortion lie between the extremes of the state of uniformity and
maximal distortion. (Left) The uniform pattern (a), maximal distortion (d), and
intermediate degrees of reality-cell distortion (b and c). (Right) Those areas are
expanded to show the internal patterns of content distribution. Since each reality cell
consists of smaller reality cells, a distortion of any internal reality cell, at any relational
level of reality, would also represent some degree of distortion of the larger reality cell
of which it’s a part. Because there’s no limit to how small a reality cell can be, there’s
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also no limit to how slight the degree of reality-cell distortion can be.
An important feature of maximal reality-cell distortions is that they must all have the same
content pattern, since they all have a content pattern that’s the exact opposite of the uniform
pattern. So, maximal reality-cell distortions also have their own type of uniformity. This situation
is somewhat analogous to what happens when someone tries to assert their individuality, to be
“cool” or “hip”, by deviating as much as possible from what’s considered the norm, with the
result that they just end up looking and behaving like all the other so-called nonconformists.
These concepts, that maximal reality-cell distortions must all have the same content pattern, and
that there exist an infinite number of intermediate degrees of reality-cell distortion, will be used
in the next section, where we will discuss the propagation of patterns of distortion content
through the relational matrix. For, having described and defined the essential components of the
relational matrix in terms of structure and content, we’re now ready to show how those
components, as an interconnected whole, function as a dynamic structure.

7. The Propagation of a Pattern of Distortion Content Through the Relational Matrix
The propagation of a pattern of distortion content through the relational matrix is a function of
the dynamic aspect of the relational matrix, as defined in section 4. Let’s review this dynamic
aspect.
The reality cells of the relational matrix are continuously penetrating each other. This continuous
interpenetration creates a continuous exchange of reality-cell content. This exchange of realitycell content is cyclic or periodic, and is expressed as the period of content exchange (POCE). A
reality cell’s POCE is inversely related to it’s volumetric existence (VE) as a function of the rateof-penetration constant (kRP), such that VE x POCE = kRP.
Owing to this continuous exchange of reality-cell content, any distortion of the pattern of content
distribution will propagate through the relational matrix according to the parameters we’ve just
reviewed. In this section, we will analyze how these parameters determine the way in which a
pattern of distortion content propagates through the relational matrix.
More than any other aspect of the relational-matrix model, the ability to relate distortion
propagation to certain physical laws and constants is what will provide the strongest evidence
that space-time functions as a dynamic structure in the form of what we’re describing as a
relational matrix.

7.1 Distortion propagation—the basics
The basic features of distortion propagation are (1) the rate of propagation of a pattern of
distortion content through the relational matrix and (2) how that rate of propagation relates to the
structural and dynamic aspects of the relational matrix—i.e., the reality cells’ VE and POCE,
respectively.
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First, we will discuss the rate of distortion propagation. The propagation of a pattern of distortion
content through the relational matrix is a manifestation of the continuous interpenetration of the
reality cells. Therefore, the rate of propagation of a pattern of distortion content through the
relational matrix is equivalent to the rate-of-penetration constant (kRP). What this means is that
all patterns of distortion content, regardless of the size or VE of the distorted reality cell,
propagate at the same rate or linear velocity, a constant rate of distortion propagation equivalent
to the kRP, as depicted in figure 22.

VE x POCE = kRP = constant rate of distortion propagation

kRP

Figure 22 Using a single vector of penetration (horizontal arrow), this diagram depicts
how the rate of penetration constant (kRP) results in an equivalent and constant rate or
linear velocity of distortion propagation for all reality cells, regardless of their size or
volumetric existence (VE). Here, uniformity of reality-cell content is depicted in white,
while distorted reality cells of four different sizes or VEs are depicted in four different
shades of stippling. The vertical line is tangent to all four sizes of distorted reality cells
to the left, and acts in this diagram as the starting point for evaluating distortion
propagation as it proceeds to the right. The constant-rate-of-penetration vector is
perpendicular to that tangent. Because the rate of penetration is the same for all reality
cells, regardless of size, the rate of propagation of a pattern of distortion content is also
the same, regardless of the size or VE of the distorted reality cell.
What figure 22 also shows is that distortions in smaller reality cells must undergo many more
POCEs in order to travel the same distance as distortions in larger reality cells.
Now, we will discuss how the constant rate of distortion propagation relates to the reality-cell
VE and POCE. In figure 22, the second largest reality cells undergo three POCEs (progressing
two reality cells in each POCE), while the second smallest reality cells undergo six POCEs, in
order to propagate the same distance. Because all patterns of distortion content propagate at the
same rate, equivalent to the kRP, smaller distortions in terms of reality-cell size, which have a
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relatively smaller VE, must have a correspondingly larger POCE. Conversely, larger distortions
in terms of reality-cell size, which have a relatively larger VE, must have a correspondingly
smaller POCE. As we described earlier, the relationship between VE and POCE is inverse and
can be stated as VE x POCE = kRP.
Having discussed the most basic parameters of distortion propagation, we will now use those
parameters to analyze different patterns of distortion propagation.

7.2 Patterns of distortion propagation
The topics that we will address in this subsection are (1) the possible patterns of distortion
propagation and (2) what happens to a pattern of distortion content it propagates through the
relational matrix.
First, we will describe what happens to a pattern of distortion content as it propagates through
the relational matrix.
Essentially, the content pattern of a reality cell is determined by the sum of the content patterns
of all the reality cells that penetrate it, and that it also penetrates. Let us clarify. In the twodimensional hexagonal relational matrix diagram, any reality cell is continuously penetrating six
adjacent reality cells, as depicted in figure 23.

Figure 23 Owing to the continuous exchange of spatial content between reality cells,
the content pattern of a central reality cell is dependent on the content patterns of the
adjacent reality cells that penetrate it and that it also penetrates. The arrows represent
the constant-rate-of-penetration vector, i.e., kRP.
Thus, any reality cell, in one half-POCE, has the content patterns of six adjacent reality cells
propagating into it, while it’s content pattern is simultaneously propagating into them. In this
two-dimensional model, the content pattern of the central reality cell, after the mutual
interpenetration occurring in one half-POCE, would be some part of the sum of the content
patterns of the six adjacent reality cells that have just penetrated it and that it has just penetrated,
since they’re interdependent, or mutually coexistent.
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Even this picture is an oversimplification, since the content patterns of the adjacent reality cells,
after the mutual interpenetration occurring in one half-POCE, would be dependent on the
prepenetration content patterns of any other reality cells adjacent to them in the next peripheral
layer of reality cells, as well as on the prepenetration content pattern of the central reality cell.
This increasingly complex situation is depicted in figure 24.

Figure 24 The content patterns of reality cells (shaded gray) adjacent to a central reality
cell are dependent on the content patterns of the reality cells adjacent to them in the next
peripheral layer of reality cells, which, in turn, are dependent on the content patterns of
the reality cells adjacent to them in the next peripheral layer of reality cells (dashed
circles), and so on. In other words, the precise determination of the content pattern of a
particular reality cell after a full cycle or half-cycle of interpenetration, such as the
central reality cell, must take into account the content patterns of all the reality cells in
the relational matrix, since they’re all connected through the continuous exchange of
spatial content with adjacent reality cells. The arrows represent the constant-rate-ofpenetration vector, i.e., kRP.
What the above discussion is meant to point out is that, owing to the relational nature of the
reality cells, we can’t define the content pattern of the central reality cell after a half-cycle of
interpenetration without simultaneously knowing the content patterns of at least 18 other reality
cells. Furthermore, we can’t define the content patterns of those 18 other reality cells without
simultaneously knowing the content patterns of the next peripheral layer of reality cells, and so
on ad infinitum, until we reach the point where we understand that the content pattern of no one
reality cell can be defined independent of the content patterns of all the other reality cells in the
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relational matrix, since they’re all relationally existent and, thus, mutually coexistent. Therefore,
the attempt to precisely define the content pattern of a particular reality cell after a half-cycle of
interpenetration is futile.
Although we can’t make specific quantitative statements regarding the changes in content pattern
during distortion propagation, we can make specific qualitative statements regarding the changes
in content pattern during distortion propagation. In other words, while we can’t say precisely
how much the content pattern of a particular reality cell changes after a POCE, we can say
whether or not that content pattern is more or less distorted following that POCE.
We may not have a measuring device accurate enough to measure the length of a piece of wood,
but this doesn’t prevent us from making valid statements regarding the length of that piece of
wood relative to other pieces of wood. So it is with reality-cell content. We may not be able to
specifically define the content pattern of a particular reality cell, but we can still make valid
statements regarding its content pattern relative to the content patterns of other reality cells, and
so speak in qualitative terms of more and less distortion.
Therefore, we will define what happens to a propagating distortion of reality-cell content only in
relative terms. In these relative terms, we can state that the pattern of distortion content—i.e., the
nonuniform pattern of reality-cell content—as it propagates from one reality cell to an adjacent
reality cell, can, (1) become less distorted, (2) become more distorted, or (3) maintain an
equivalent degree of distortion.
Since we have defined a distortion as a deviation from the uniform pattern of reality-cell content,
“less distorted” then means that the content pattern is more like the uniform pattern, “more
distorted” means that the content pattern is less like the uniform pattern, and “an equivalent
degree of distortion” means that the deviation from the uniform pattern is the same as in the
previous reality cell.
Having outlined the three different things that can happen to a pattern of distortion content as it
propagates through the relational matrix, we are now in a position to examine the different
patterns of distortion propagation. We need to examine these patterns of distortion propagation,
because in the next chapter, where we will relate the relational-matrix model to space-time and
physical reality, these patterns of distortion propagation within the relational matrix will be
shown to represent how energy travels and is distributed within space-time.
7.21 The pattern of propagation in which distortion content decreases
First, we will examine a scenario wherein the distortion content decreases as a distortion
propagates through the relational matrix.
As a reality-cell distortion propagates into an area of relational-matrix uniformity, or of much
less distortion, the distortion content decreases. This decrease is due to the fact that the content
pattern of a reality cell after one half-POCE depends on the content patterns of all the reality
cells adjacent to it, with which its continuously exchanging spatial content. Thus, as a distortion
propagates into a reality cell that is surrounded by uniform reality cells, the distortion content
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after propagating would be lessened by the uniform patterns of the other reality cells that are
penetrating that reality cell, as depicted in figure 25.

1/2 POCE

Figure 25 The distortion content decreases when a distortion propagates into a reality
cell that’s surrounded by, and simultaneously interpenetrating, less distorted or uniform
reality cells. As the distortion content of the central reality cell (black circle in diagram
on left) propagates into the adjacent reality cells, the distortion content is lessened in
those adjacent reality cells (depicted as gray shading in diagram on right). The arrows
represent the constant-rate-of-penetration vector, i.e., kRP.
If we assume a focal distortion to arise in an area of relational-matrix uniformity, then that
distortion would propagate from the point of origin radially, and the distortion content would
decrease the farther it propagates from that point of origin, as depicted in figure 26. However, as
explained in subsection 6.3, owing to the infinitely regressive nature of reality-cell structure,
such a propagating distortion would never diminish or become so dilute as to reach a state of
relational-matrix uniformity.

PO

½ POCE

1 POCE

1½POCE

kRP

Figure 26 The radial propagation of a focal distortion of relational-matrix content. The
distortion propagates one reality cell farther from the point of origin (PO) in each halfperiod of content exchange (POCE). The distortion content decreases, becomes diluted
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or lessened, as the distortion propagates away from the PO. This decrease in distortion
content is depicted by incrementally lighter shades of gray in the more peripheral layers
of distorted reality cells. Although the central area or PO would itself become less
distorted as the distortion propagates radially, in order to illustrate the decrease in
distortion content as the distortion propagates, the distorted reality cells in the central
area are shown not as they would be but rather as they were. The arrow represents the
constant-rate-of-penetration vector, i.e., kRP.
7.22 The pattern of propagation in which distortion content increases
Now, we will examine a scenario wherein the distortion content increases as a distortion
propagates through the relational matrix. Such a situation can occur when a distortion propagates
into a reality cell that simultaneously has other distortions propagating into it. The additive effect
of these distortions causes an increase in the distortion content of the reality cell into which the
distortions are propagating, as depicted in figure 27.

1/2

1/2

POCE

POCE

Figure 27 The additive effect created when two distortions meet. In an area of the
relational matrix where two radially propagating distortions meet, an increase in
distortion content can occur, rather than a decrease in distortion content. Less distortion
content is shown by lighter shades of gray, and more distortion content by darker shades
of gray. Again, in order to illustrate the decrease and then increase in distortion content
as the distortion propagates radially, the distorted reality cells in the central areas are
shown not as they would be but rather as they were. The arrows represent the
propagation vectors of the two distortions, i.e., the constant rate of distortion
propagation equivalent to the kRP.
In a combination of the first and second scenarios—i.e., both decreases and increases in
distortion content with distortion propagation—we could postulate that, in an area where
propagating distortions meet, as in figure 27, the distortion content may not increase as the
distortion propagates through the relational matrix, but it wouldn’t decrease as much as it would
if there weren’t a convergence and summation of propagating distortions.

7.23 The pattern of propagation in which distortion content remains constant
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Now, we will examine a scenario wherein the distortion content remains constant as a distortion
propagates through the relational matrix.
Such a situation would be dependent on the fact that no distortion can exceed the maximal
distortion, which was defined in subsection 6.3 as the content pattern that’s the exact opposite of
the uniform pattern.
A convergence of distortion content upon a reality cell where the sum of the distortion content
would exceed the maximal distortion can’t occur, since no distortion can exceed the maximal
distortion. Therefore, such a convergence of distortions upon a reality cell could result only in
that reality cell being no more than maximally distorted.
A cup can hold only so much water. The cup is empty, full, or somewhere in between. A reality
cell is uniform, maximally distorted, or somewhere in between. If you line up four identical cups
and pour one, two, three, and four pitchers of water into the four cups, all the cups will end up
with the same amount of water in them, regardless of how many pitchers were poured into them.
It’s the same with reality-cell distortion: No matter how great the sum of the distortion content
converging upon a single reality cell, that reality cell can’t be more than maximally distorted.
The importance of this inability of a reality cell to be more than maximally distorted is that it
provides the basis for the existence of a pattern of distortion propagation pattern wherein there’s
a repetitive convergence of distortion content up to the maximal distortion, creating a linearly
propagating distortion in which the distortion content is maximal, as depicted in figure 28.
N

O

O

O

O

N
N

O

O

1/2

N

N

O

POCE
N

O

O
O

N

O

O

O

N

Figure 28 A convergent pattern of distortion propagation that continuously recreates a
maximal distortion. The black areas represent a linearly propagating maximal
distortion; the gray-shaded areas represent radially propagating submaximal distortions,
in which the distortion content is decreasing as they propagate away from the axis of
maximal-distortion propagation. The stippled reality cell at the apex of the advancing
distortion is the next reality cell in sequence that will become maximally distorted (O =
original distortion, N = new distortion).
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In each half-POCE, as the distortions converge upon the stippled reality cell, it becomes
maximally distorted, and the maximal distortion thus propagates into that reality cell. As this
process repeats itself endlessly, recreating a maximal distortion in the next adjacent reality cell in
sequence, it results in the linear propagation of a maximal distortion through the relational
matrix. Associated with this linearly propagating maximal distortion is a radially propagating
“wake” of decreasing distortion content. This combination is defined as a linear-radial distortion
complex. Again, in order to illustrate the relative levels of distortion content, in these diagrams
the preceding distortions are shown not as they would be but rather as they were. The arrows
represent the constant-rate-of-penetration vector, i.e., kRP.
The linear propagation of a maximal distortion through the relational matrix is dependent on
there being a balanced distortion field to repetitively create and linearly propagate the maximal
distortion into the next reality cell in sequence, as depicted in figure 28.
Should the propagating maximal distortion encounter another distortion field, the balance of the
surrounding distortion field would change, altering the direction of propagation of the maximal
distortion. That is, it would continue to propagate linearly as a maximal distortion, but its
direction of propagation would be altered, specifically, toward the area of increasing distortion
content, as depicted in figure 29.

½ POCE

½ POCE

Figure 29 The alteration of the direction of propagation of a maximal distortion. The
stippled reality cell in each drawing indicates the next reality cell that will become
maximally distorted. A maximal distortion will propagate linearly through the relational
matrix as long as it’s the next reality cell in linear sequence that becomes maximally
distorted. This linear progression occurs when there’s no other distortion field present
or, when a surrounding distortion is balanced or symmetrically distributed around the
axis of propagation. However, once the balance or symmetry of the surrounding
distortion field changes, with greater distortion content existing on one side of the axis
of maximal-distortion propagation, it’s not a reality cell in linear sequences, but rather
one on the side of increasing distortion content, that next becomes maximally distorted.
In this way, the direction of maximal distortion propagation is altered. Thus, as a
linearly propagating maximal distortion encounters another distortion field, its direction
of propagation will always be altered toward the area of increasing distortion content.
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7.3 The linear-radial distortion complex
We have now discussed a scenario wherein the distortion content decreases as a distortion
propagates, another scenario wherein the distortion content increases as a distortion propagates,
and a third scenario wherein the distortion content remains constant as a maximal distortion
propagates through the relational matrix.
We will now define a specific type of propagating distortion, already mentioned in figure 28, that
represents a combination of the first two scenarios. Specifically, we will define a type of
propagating distortion composed of both a radially propagating distortion of decreasing
distortion content and a linearly propagating distortion of constant maximal distortion content.
We will call this combination a linear-radial distortion complex. Two views of this complex are
depicted in figure 30.
cross section

Figure 30 Side view (left) and front view (right) of a linear-radial distortion complex.
The distortion content of the radially propagating distortions (depicted by increasingly
lighter shades of gray) decreases as they propagate farther from their axis of origin (in
black), while the linearly propagating component (black areas) maintains a constant
level of distortion content equivalent to the maximal distortion.
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The linear and radial components of the propagating distortion are the dual aspects of a single
process. In the linear-radial distortion complex, the radially propagating distortions converge to
create the linearly propagating maximal distortion, while the linearly propagating maximal
distortions simultaneously create the radially propagating distortions, as depicted in figure 28.
Thus, in the linear-radial distortion complex, there’s a situation of mutual coexistence, with the
radial components creating the linear component, and the linear component creating the radial
components. Which comes first, radial or linear? Neither; they mutually coexist, with each aspect
supporting the existence of the other.
Understanding the linear-radial distortion complex will be central to our task of relating the
relational-matrix model to space-time and physical reality. Having defined and described the
structural and dynamic relationships that compose the relational matrix, we will be prepared to
undertake this task.

Summary
Our modeling of space-time as a structure must include an analysis and description of these two
complementary aspects, i.e., something that exists, and the way that something is arranged into a
structure. What space-time is made of we have analyzed and described in terms of spatial
content. How that content is arranged we have analyzed and described in terms of spatial
construct. Thus, in this article, we have described the behavior of spatial content within the
context of a defined spatial construct. This description has left us with a model of space-time as a
dynamic structure. We have called this model the relational-matrix model. This model will
provide a framework that we can use to visualize the relationships between physical phenomena
which we know must somehow be related but for which we currently lack the symbolic
conceptual abstractions necessary to link together as a unified whole.
In particular, the relational-matrix model has been defined in terms of reality cells, which are the
individual units of relative existence:
(1) The structural aspect and relative size of the reality cells have been defined in terms of
their volumetric existence (VE);
(2) The dynamic aspect and mutual interpenetration of the reality cells have been defined in
terms of their period of content exchange (POCE);
(3) The fundamental duality of spatial content has been defined in terms of the
positive/negative polarity or complementarity of reality-cell content; and
(4) The pattern of content distribution has been used to define a relative state of uniformity
and degrees of reality-cell distortion.
We have then used these parameters to describe how a pattern of distortion content can
propagate through the relational matrix:
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(5) Owing to the continuous interpenetration of the reality cells, whereby one reality cell
continuously exchanges spatial content with adjacent reality cells, any distortion of
reality-cell content will propagate through the relational matrix at a constant rate
equivalent to the rate-of-penetration constant;
(6) The relationship between the rate-of-penetration constant, the constant rate of distortion
propagation, reality-cell structure, and reality-cell dynamic is expressed as VE x POCE
= kRP;
(7) The content pattern (i.e., degree of distortion) of a reality cell is determined by the sum
of the content patterns of all the adjacent reality cells that penetrate it and that it also
penetrates;
(8) Distortions can diminish, decreasing in distortion content as they propagate;
(9) Distortions can summate, increasing in distortion content as they propagate;
(10) Any distortion cannot increase in distortion content beyond the maximal distortion;
(11) One type of distortion can maintain a constant level of maximal distortion content as it
propagates;
(12) A maximal distortion will propagate into the adjacent reality cell where there’s a
convergence of distortion content up to the maximal distortion. Where no other
distortion field is present, this convergence results in the maximal distortion propagating
into the next reality cell in linear sequence, resulting in the linear propagation of the
maximal distortion;
(13) When another distortion field is present, altering the balance of distortion content
around the axis of maximal-distortion propagation, the maximal distortion will
propagate into an adjacent reality cell not in linear sequence, thereby altering the
previous direction of propagation; and
(14) Linear-radial distortion complex is a single distortion process consisting of two
mutually coexistent components: (1) a linearly propagating distortion, propagating with
a constant maximal distortion content, and: (2) a radially propagating distortion, the
distortion content of which decreases as it propagates farther from the axis of maximaldistortion propagation.
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Poem/Lyrics

New Internationale 新国际
(Internationale 2012 国际2012)
Huping Hu*, Alice Hu & Maoxin Wu
(Released: April 24, 2011)

ABSTRACT
This poem/lyrics/song in English and Chinese promotes a peaceful and prospering New
World under Scientific GOD. It is adapted from Eugène E. Pottier’s L'Internationale written
in 1871. The music for the lyrics is adapted from Pierre De Geyter’s composition written in
1888. Please don’t use in countries where its use is prohibited due to copyright restrictions
and/or other regulation(s). YouTube Releases are here: New Internationale (English) and New
Internationale (Chinese).
Key Words: Scientific God, New Internationale, Internationale 2010, World Peace, New World, 2012

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Flag of Scientific GOD Inc.: The five fused stripes symolize all human races
On all Continents united in the peaceful New World under Scientific GOD.
Peace is symbolized by the light blue color.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Rise, people in Science and Religion,
起来，科学宗教界人士，
Rise, all truth seekers around the world,
起来，追求真理的人們，
GOD’s Scientific Truth is being revealed,
主的科学真理正在展現，
A New World will be born,
*
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一個新的世界正在誕生,
The Present World will be transformed,
當今時代将会更新換面,
Rise, Rise, all truth seekers.
真理追求者起來起來。
The transforming World includes you,
不要說世界更新于我無關,
Together let’s build the New World,
讓我們共同建造新世界,
This is the most critical time for mankind,
這是人類最關鍵的時刻,
Let’s unite and struggle to tomorrow,
讓我們團結奮鬥到明天,
The New World under GOD,
主引導的新世界,
Shall be realized.
就一定能實現。
This is the most critical time for mankind,
這是人類最關鍵的時刻,
Let’s unite and struggle to tomorrow,
讓我們團結奮鬥到明天,
The New World under GOD
主引導的新世界,
Shall be realized.
就一定能實現。
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Some have forgotten GOD for too long,
有些人忘記主已太久，
Please wake up from the material world,
請从物質世界中醒來，
Our Souls need new nourishment,
我們的精神世界需新營養，
GOD’s Scientific Truth is the nutrition,
主的科學真理就是食物，
Help the ignorant and misguided,
我們要挽救無知者受蒙者,
Break the shackles of Godlessness,
砸碎無主論的枷鎖。
March on the path of Scientific GOD,
讓我們在主的科学路上前進,
Be the heroes to free all from darkness,
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做解放黑暗的英雄,
This is the most critical time for mankind,
這是人類最關鍵的時刻,
Let’s unite and struggle to tomorrow,
讓我們團結奮鬥到明天,
The New World under GOD
主引導的新世界,
Shall be realized.
就一定能實現。
This is the most critical time for mankind,
這是人類最關鍵的時刻,
Let’s unite and struggle to tomorrow,
讓我們團結奮鬥到明天,
The New World under GOD
主引導的新世界,
Shall be realized.
就一定能實現。
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Who set the foundation for the world of mankind?
是誰為人類世界奠定了基礎，
It is no other than Scientific GOD,
是科学的造世主,
Everything in the World belongs to GOD,
所有一切歸造世主所有，
We shall use each justly and equitably,
我們一定要正確合理使用,
Let’s be guided by Scientific GOD’s Truth,
讓主的科学真理做指南,
So we can take a quantum leap.
我們就會飛躍地轉變。
One World One Dream is fast approaching,
一個世界一個夢已接近，
It’s the Peaceful New World under GOD,
那就是主引導下的和平世界,
This is the most critical time for mankind,
這是人類最關鍵的時刻,
Let’s unite and struggle to tomorrow,
讓我們團結奮鬥到明天,
The New World under GOD,
主引導的新世界,
Shall be realized.
就一定能實現。
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This is the most critical time for mankind,
這是人類最關鍵的時刻,
Let’s unite and struggle to tomorrow,
讓我們團結奮鬥到明天,
The New World under GOD
主引導的新世界,
Shall be realized.
就一定能實現。
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1

The photograph of Earth was taken by NASA.
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